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This publication does not constitute an offer or solicitation of any transaction in any securities.

Any recommendation contained herein may not be suitable for all investors. Information

contained in this publication has been obtained from sources we believe to be reliable, but cannot

be guaranteed.

The information in these portfolio manager letters represents the opinions of the individual

portfolio manager and is not intended to be a forecast of future events, a guarantee of future

results or investment advice. Views expressed are those of the portfolio manager and may differ

from those of other portfolio managers or of the firm as a whole. Also, please note that any

discussion of the Funds’ holdings, the Funds’ performance, and the portfolio managers’ views are

as of January 31, 2014 (except as otherwise stated), and are subject to change without notice.

Certain information contained in the following letters constitute “forward-looking statements,”

which can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,”

“expect,” “anticipate,” “project,” “estimate,” “intend,” “continue” or “believe,” or the negatives

thereof (such as “may not,” “should not,” “are not expected to,” etc.) or other variations thereon or

comparable terminology. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results or the

actual performance of any fund may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such

forward-looking statement.

Third Avenue Funds are offered by prospectus only. Prospectuses contain more complete

information on advisory fees, distribution charges, and other expenses and should be read

carefully before investing or sending money. Please read the prospectus and carefully consider

investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses before you send money. Past performance is

no guarantee of future results. Investment return and principal value will fluctuate so that an

investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than original cost.

If you should have any questions, please call 1-800-443-1021, or visit our web site at:

www.thirdave.com, for the most recent month-end performance data or a copy of the Funds’

prospectus. Current performance results may be lower or higher than performance numbers

quoted in certain letters to shareholders.

M.J. Whitman LLC, Distributor. Date of first use of portfolio manager commentary:

March 6, 2014.
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Dear Fellow Shareholders:

Much emphasis is placed on general “debt levels” in the

belief that the amounts borrowed by u.S. Federal, State

and Local governments are excessive. Indeed, 74% of

recent poll1 respondents stated that a high priority ought

to be given to debt reduction by governments.

It is obvious that this almost universal emphasis on

general debt levels is misplaced. rather the emphasis

should be on the credit-worthiness of borrowers,

specifically what are the borrower’s abilities to access

capital markets, if needed.

There are two things about

borrowing that any rational

analyst ought to keep in mind.

First, while individual debt

instruments mature, aggregate

debt for most borrowers almost

never gets repaid from the

borrower’s perspective. rather,

for most borrowing entities, debt

is refinanced and expanded as

the borrower becomes

increasingly credit-worthy.

Second, if a borrower is not

credit-worthy and can’t be made

credit worthy, then sooner or

later that borrower has to reorganize or liquidate.

reorganization can encompass capital infusions, major

asset sales or a recapitalization designed to reduce or

extend cash service that the borrower has to pay out for

interest, principal retirements and premiums.

Credit-worthiness is a function of four factors for feasible

borrowing entities – whether corporate or governmental:

•     Debt level;

•     Terms of the Debt;

•     How productive are the use of Proceeds received

from the borrowings; and

•     How liquid is the borrower.

There seems to be a common belief that a government’s

use of proceeds is always non-productive. Insofar as this

is true, it seems to be valid to concentrate attention on

the debt level because large debt levels coupled with a

lack of productive use of proceeds means that the

government entity will not be, or remain, credit-worthy.

However, there seems to be no evidence that all

government expenditures are non-productive. Indeed, in

at least three historic areas, the federal government’s use

of borrowed moneys was

unbelievably productive, probably

returning to society and the

country benefits with a present

value hundreds of times greater

than the amounts spent. These

three areas which come to mind

are as follows:

1) The Homestead Act of 1862

which enabled and accelerated

the rapid settlement of the u.S.

West.

2) The Serviceman’s readjustment

Act of 1944 (the GI Bill of rights)

which resulted in the u.S. obtaining a highly

educated population and the world’s best university

system.

3)   research and Development expenditures by the u.S.

military after World War II which gave the u.S. and

the world, among other things, the Internet and a

highly efficient aviation industry.

The u.S. Government, and its agencies, are credit-worthy

and seem likely to remain credit-worthy for the
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January 22-January 25, 2014, 74% of the 800 respondents indicated that reducing the federal budget should be an absolute
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foreseeable future. In contrast, many states and local

governments, including Puerto rico, a territory, are not

credit worthy. Sooner or later many of these entities will

have to reorganize, i.e., restructure their debts to reduce

or eliminate periodic cash burdens.

reorganizing governments seems to be many times

tougher than reorganizing corporations. The Third

Avenue Funds are unlikely to become involved with much

troubled municipal debt unless prices are manifestly

lower than they are for troubled corporate debt. For this

there are three general reasons:

1)   Chapter 9 may not be available to the defaulting

debtor.

2)   It may be impossible to get rid of incompetent

elected officials.

3)   It may be hard to issue equity to impaired pre-

petition creditors to satisfy part, or all, of their

claims.

Many governments including all 50 states and Puerto rico

are not eligible to reorganize under Chapter 9 of Title 11

(the Bankruptcy Code). Access to courts through Chapter

9 provides a structured setting in which the rules for

reorganizations are spelled out for local governments and

their agencies. Also, post-petition borrowings can be very

attractive to lenders if the borrower has been granted

Chapter 9 relief.

no municipality can seek Chapter 9 relief without the

affirmative consent of the state in which the municipality

is located. It seems as if in the vast majority of instances

outside Title 11, no creditor in this country can ever be

forced to give up his, her or its, rights to money payments

without his, her or its consent. In a court proceeding (such

as Chapter 11, 7 and 9 of Title 11) this right can be

abrogated. Without the ability to coerce creditors to give

up their rights to cash payments, huge hold-out problems

exist, markedly reducing the probabilities of achieving a

successful Plan of reorganization (“POr”). If Chapter 9 is

available to a government or its agencies, individual

creditors can be forced to accept a POr which entails the

creditor giving up rights to contracted for money payments

upon the affirmative vote for the POr by two-thirds in

amount and 50% in number, of the votes cast by each

impaired class. Alternatively, the reorganization can take

place in Chapter 9 after a cram-down ordered by a court

of competent jurisdiction, usually a Bankruptcy Court.

unlike corporate reorganizations, for sovereigns such as

municipalities, the period of exclusivity lasts forever

(Corporations have exclusivity for 210 days after a

Chapter 11 filing). Elected government officials most

probably can’t be removed from office as a result of

bankruptcy proceedings.

The ultimate goal of a reorganization is to make the

debtor feasible (i.e., credit-worthy) within the context of

maximizing present values for creditors up to the amount

of the creditors’ claims in accordance with a rule of

absolute priority where no creditors of a class are given

preference over other members of the same class

(forgetting certain priorities written into the Bankruptcy

Code).

In corporate reorganizations, it is relatively common to

issue ownership interests to impaired pre-petition

creditors in satisfaction of the present value of their

claims. Such equity interests might satisfy some or all of

a creditor class’s claims. In issuing cash, or new debt

which requires cash payments sooner or later, as part of

a POr, the debtor has a harder time becoming feasible

than if ownership interests were issued in, say, common

stock which does not pay a dividend. In the vast majority

of governmental reorganizations, it seems not possible

to satisfy any portion of creditors’ claims by issuing

ownership interests either in the form of equity interests

or the direct distribution of assets.

 Letter from the Chairman  (continued)
(Unaudited)   
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The Role of Net Asset Values for
Certain TAM Portfolio Companies

Many common stocks in various Third Avenue Portfolios

are selling at discounts from readily ascertainable net

Asset Values (“nAV”) of anywhere from 25% to 75%: e.g.,

Dundee Corp., Henderson Land, Lai Fung Holdings, Lai

Sun Garment, Wheelock & Company and a goodly

proportion of the issues held by Third Avenue real Estate

Value Fund. These are the common stocks of companies

which are well financed and which have had good to

excellent records of growth. In contrast to these

discounts, the Dow Jones Industrial Average (“DJIA”) at

January 31, 2014 was selling at 2.76 times book value. In

other words, certain TAM Portfolio companies can be

acquired at, say, 25¢ to 75¢ for each $1.00 of corporate

net assets most of which are accounted for under

International Financial reporting Standard (“IFrS”),while

comparable DJIA assets cost $2.76 for each $1.00 of

corporate net assets most of which are accounted for

under Generally Accepted Accounting Principles

(“GAAP”). This discrepancy makes no economic sense

except that the discounts have always existed for the

securities named at the start of this paragraph and no

catalysts such as changes in control or going private,

appear to exist for those companies.

The quality of net assets of the TAM portfolio companies

appears to be significantly better than the quality of the

net assets of the DJIA portfolio companies. Also nAV, or

book values, seem to be significantly more important in

analyzing the TAM portfolio companies and their

securities than is the case for the DJIA portfolio

companies. There are a number of reasons for this

superior quality factor.

First, the TAM portfolio companies appear to be more

strongly financed than the DJIA portfolio companies.

Moreover, the reported nAVs in accounting statements

for TAM portfolio companies which are domiciled outside

the united States are mostly more realistically stated than

are the nAVs for DJIA portfolio companies. non-u.S.

companies which are publically traded use IFrS in

reporting publically, while u.S. companies rely on GAAP.

Insofar as portfolio companies own income producing

real estate (as many TAM portfolio companies do), the

real estate accounted for under IFrS is carried at an

appraised value based on appraisals by independent

appraisal firms; under GAAP income producing real estate

is carried at depreciated historic cost less impairments.

The assets of TAM portfolio companies are probably more

liquid and probably more easily measurable than is the

case for the DJIA portfolio companies. A large portion of

the TAM portfolio companies’ assets consist of income

producing real estate, performing loans, assets under

management (“AuM”), and marketable securities; assets,

that by and large, are measurable, separable and salable.

In contrast, most DJIA assets have almost all their value

tied-up as an integral, and inseparable, part of going

concern operations.

The Price Earnings ratios (“PE”) for the TAM portfolio

companies are manifestly lower than is the case for the DJIA

portfolio companies. Indeed several of the TAM portfolio

companies’ which report under IFrS standards, sport PE

ratios of two to three times reported earnings. PE ratios are

integrally related to nAVs and are a function of return on

Equity (“rOE”). The TAM portfolios, of course, have much

higher equity values per dollar of market value than do the

DJIA portfolio issues. The rOEs for the TAM portfolio

companies appear to be comparable to the rOEs for the

DJIA portfolio companies. Thus, the TAM portfolio common

stocks are characterized by relatively modest PE ratios.

Of course, while Third Avenue believes in our investment

philosophy, we must acknowledge that there can be

problems with an nAV emphasis, in general, and with the

Third Avenue portfolios, in particular.

Discounts from nAV, and nAV itself, are pretty much

ignored by most market participants, including even

disciples of Graham & Dodd (“G&D”). G&D were believers

  Letter from the Chairman  (continued)
(Unaudited)   
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in the primacy of the income account, even though they

did not ignore nAV completely.

There is a tendency for the managements of well-financed

companies, such as those in the Third Avenue Funds, to

be relatively oblivious to the needs and desires of outside

minority shareholders. In a way this is understandable

since managements, which often own little or no common

stock, run companies that need little or no access to

capital markets. Historically, this has been a special

problem for many well financed Japanese companies

whose common stocks were selling at material discounts

from nAV. Third Avenue tries to avoid investing where

these types of managements exist. We strive to ensure

that managements and/or insiders are substantial

shareholders for all of our equity portfolio holdings.

In this era of ultra-low interest rates, companies with

strong financial positions are sacrificing rOE for the safety

and opportunism inherent in having a strong financial

position. Third Avenue is very prejudiced in favor of

opportunistic managements, such as those heading

Brookfield Asset Management and Wheelock &

Company, both of which subsequent to the 2008

economic crisis were able to acquire companies or assets

on highly attractive bases.

There is little or no attraction in focusing on nAV for going

concerns lacking catalysts if the market participant has a

short run goal; i.e., where short-term market

performance is the most important consideration. I

believe that a vast majority of market participants are

short–run oriented.

One major problem with many of our portfolios is that

there appears to be little possibility that there will be

changes of control or going-private transactions, two

courses of action that could result in immediate, and

substantial, market price appreciation for a common stock.

rather, for many of our holdings, one has to rely on the

continued growth of nAVs in an environment where

discounts don’t widen materially over a longer-term period.

However, for many Third Avenue portfolio companies, nAV

seems likely to be larger in each reporting period than it

was in the prior period. Historically this has been the case,

at least since the end of World War II. While this fact alone

does not guaranty good market performance for a Third

Avenue portfolio, it at least seems to have promise of

putting the odds in our favor where the common stock was

acquired at a meaningful discount from nAV.

Having served on an audit committee, as a Director of an

nySE company audited by a member firm of the Big Four,

I think a comment about how reliable and protective of

minority stockholders I find u.S. audit statements to be

appropriate. This is important when investing in

companies where financial statements are important for

an analysis, something that is always the case in credit

analysis and also is the case both for TAM portfolio

companies and DJIA portfolio companies. (Financial

statements are less important when analyzing the

common stocks of high-tech start-ups or natural resource

companies seeking or exploiting new discoveries).

Auditors tend to be ultra-strict and conservative when

certifying audited financial statements. The auditors will

insist that material matters be disclosed by management

and that disclosures be complete and comprehensive

within the modifying convention of conservatism. Audits

can be relied on by market participants to be

comprehensive, reliable and essential tools for most

analyses. It seems remote, to me at any rate, that the u.S.

companies in which Third Avenue invests, will be subject

to the kinds of problems that existed in connection with,

say, the Enron financial statements. The last thing a Big

Four Audit firm seems to want is accountant’s liability

arising out of stockholder class actions or Securities and

Exchange Commission proceedings. The last thing Third

Avenue portfolio managers and analysts want to do is

invest in the common stocks of companies whose

financial statements are incomprehensible, or almost so.

 Letter from the Chairman  (continued)
(Unaudited)    
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I will write you again when the quarterly report for the

period to end April 30, 2014 is issued.

Sincerely yours,

Martin J. Whitman

Chairman of the Board

Letter from the Chairman (continued)
(Unaudited)



Third Avenue Value Fund
(Unaudited)   

Dear Fellow Shareholders:

The following summarizes Third Avenue Value Fund’s (the

“Fund”) investment activity during the quarter:

Number of Shares               New Positions

1,180,000 shares                 Kurita Water Industries Common

Stock (“Kurita Common”)

247,739 shares                    Compagnie Generale des

Etablissements Michelin SCA

Common Stock (“Michelin

Common”)

                                                 Positions Increased

5,000 shares                         Alleghany Corp. Common Stock

(“Alleghany Common”)

100,000 shares                    Apache Corp. Common Stock

(“Apache Common”)

775,000 shares                    Encana Corp. Common Stock

(“Encana Common”)

27,422,880 shares               Lai Sun Garment (International)

Ltd. Common Stock (“Lai Sun

Garment Common”)

5,000 shares                         Pargesa Holding S.A. Common

Stock (“Pargesa Common”)

65,000 shares                      Total S.A. Common Stock (“Total

Common”)

                                                 Positions Decreased

650,000 shares                    Bank of new york Mellon Corp.

Common Stock (“Bank of new

york Common”)

713,570 shares                    Brookfield Asset Management

Inc. Class A Common Stock

(“Brookfield Common”)

650,000 shares                    Cheung Kong (Holdings) Ltd.

Common Stock (“Cheung Kong

Common”)

Number of Shares               Positions Decreased

350,000 shares                    Daiwa Securities Group Common

Stock (“Daiwa Common”)

55,283 shares                      Devon Energy Corp. Common

Stock (“Devon Common”)

200,000 shares                    KeyCorp Common Stock

(“KeyCorp Common”)

948,468 shares                    Investor AB Class B Common

Stock (“Investor AB Class B

Common”)

86,342 shares                      POSCO ADr Common Stock

(“POSCO Common”)

320,876 shares                    rHJ International SA Common

Stock (“rHJ Common”)

802,739 shares                    Sycamore networks Inc. Common

Stock (“Sycamore Common”)

1,320,000 shares                 Toyota Industries Corp. Common

Stock (“Toyota Industries

Common”)

                                                 Positions Eliminated

150,000 shares                    nintendo Co. Ltd. Common Stock

(“nintendo Common”)

24,934,737 shares               Tellabs Inc. Common Stock

(“Tellabs Common”)

DISCUSSION OF QUARTERLY ACTIVITY

We initiated a position in the common stock of

Compagnie Generale des Etablissements Michelin SCA

(“Michelin”) during the quarter. This purchase added to

the Fund’s growing exposure to European Blue Chip

common stocks, which we discussed in last quarter’s

letter. Other recently initiated European Blue Chip

common stock positions include Total, Pargesa and

Vodafone. Each of these companies has a very strong

6

Portfolio holdings are subject to change without notice. The following is a list of Third Avenue Value Fund’s 10 largest issuers,
and the percentage of the total net assets each represented, as of January 31, 2014: Cavco Industries, Inc., 5.61%; Posco
(ADr), 4.97%; Wheelock & Co., Ltd., 4.83%; Henderson Land Development Co., Ltd., 4.80%; Covanta Holding Corp., 4.37%;
Daiwa Securities Group, Inc., 4.33%; Bank of new york Mellon Corp., 4.27%; Devon Energy Corp., 3.98%; Vodafone Group,
PLC., 3.37%; and Toyota Industries Corp., 3.34%.



Third Avenue Value Fund (continued)
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financial position, capable management team, healthy

growth prospects and a common stock selling at a

meaningful discount to our estimate of net asset value

with a mid-single digit dividend yield.

Michelin is a leading producer of tires for cars, trucks,

motorcycles, aircraft, subway trains and mining

equipment. The company has a very strong market

position, with nearly 15% of the global tire market, trailing

only Bridgestone. The company’s auto tire business is

heavily weighted towards the premium and replacement

tire markets, which have attractive growth prospects.

Michelin has an extremely strong financial position with

net debt to capital and net debt to Earnings Before

Interest, Taxes Depreciation and Amortization (“EBITDA”)

of only 12% and 0.3 times. Management has an

impressive long-term track record, as evidenced by

profitability in each of the last ten years and an

improvement in operating margins over that period to

11.5% from 5%. return on capital has increased to 13%

from 5% over this period, and management is targeting

as 15% return on capital by 2020. The stock was

purchased at about 11 times earnings with attractive free

cash flow and dividend yields of 9% and 3%, respectively.

We also initiated a position in the common stock of Kurita

Water Industries Ltd. (“Kurita”), a Japan-based provider

of water treatment chemicals, facilities and maintenance.

Kurita’s business is currently depressed, as many of its

Japanese electronics customers have been struggling and

the company has experienced cost over-runs as part of

its recent international expansion efforts. nevertheless,

Kurita has remained profitable and generated positive

free cash flow despite the challenging industry

environment. The company is well positioned, with a debt

free and cash rich balance sheet. This financial flexibility

will allow for the continued international expansion

efforts. The management team has a good long-term

track record, having operated the business profitably in

each of the last ten years. Additionally management is

much more shareholder friendly than most Japanese

companies, as evidenced by a history of share

repurchases (7% of the outstanding shares since 2011)

and a dividend increase in each of the last ten years.

Kurita common was purchased at a slight premium to

book value and about a 7.5% free cash flow yield. Cash

and marketable short-term investments account for

about one third of the company’s market cap.

We continued to add to our positions in oil and gas

exploration and production (“E&P”) companies during the

quarter. As described in previous letters, our approach to

E&P investing is to invest in strongly financed and well

managed companies whose common stocks sell at

significant discounts to our estimates of net asset value,

which are based primarily on proved reserves of oil and

natural gas. Stock performance for the Fund’s E&P holdings

has been relatively weak recently despite a significant

improvement in natural gas pricing and fundamentals. As

of January 31, 2014, the Henry Hub natural gas price was

$4.94 per million British Thermal units (mmBtu), up 38%

compared to October 31, 2013 and 48% compared to a

year ago. natural gas storage was down 29.5% compared

to a year ago and 21% compared to the five-year average

storage level, as the combination of reduced dry gas drilling

and a cold winter has significantly improved the supply /

demand outlook for producers.

During the quarter, we trimmed several positions that

had appreciated, particularly in financial services, and

eliminated the Fund’s position in nintendo Common.

During the year and a half in which we owned nintendo

Common, the business performance was poor while the

stock performance was strong. Therefore, we elected to

sell and lock-in our 30% return, rather than wait for a

turnaround which, while possible, will be challenging. The

Fund’s Tellabs Common position was also eliminated as

the sale to Marlin Equity Partners, which was discussed

in last quarter’s letter, was completed. At quarter end,

cash accounted for about 14% of the Fund’s net assets.

Our work on portfolio positioning has stressed, as always,

companies with strong financial positions and a history

of building business value over time. We are able to

7
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acquire shares in these

companies because short-term

circumstances and events can

lead to divergences between the

price that the market assigns to

the company now and its long-

term value. If we are correct that

the businesses, as they are now,

can have their values

compounded by competent

management teams, we will see

that divergence narrow over

time. This is what history has

taught us and it is why we spend

our time trying to understand

how businesses work to create

value rather than studying price

movements of securities.

WHY OPERATING

PERFORMANCE MATTERS

In a recent issue of the Financial

Analysts Journal, Clifford Asness wrote an enlightening

and entertaining article titled, “My Top 10 Peeves”.

Asness has his own particular way of looking at the

world and although it is not the same as ours, we were

intrigued by his definition of “risk” as the chance that

an investor’s analysis is wrong and the worst

consequences of being wrong. We looked at the

portfolio through this lens and found that even though

this is not the definition of risk that we employ during

our portfolio construction, that the Fund looks quite

promising when viewed in this light.

Being long-term oriented value investors, we often invest

in situations where the near-term outlook is cloudy at best.

When the near-term outlook is cloudy, how can we tell if

we are wrong and how do we limit downside if we are?

Two ways. First, we buy strongly capitalized companies to

limit downside; and, second, we grade our companies

based on their ability to grow book value or net Asset Value

(“nAV”). We feel that grading

based on book value growth is

superior to earnings based metrics

because it gives a better reflection

of growth in business value. If we

are buying companies that are

growing business value, it will help

limit our downside if we are wrong

on our initial analysis. Below we

provide an analysis of how our

companies are performing

according to those metrics and

why think they are important.

Based on the analysis, we feel

quite comfortable with the

risk/return profile of our portfolio.

The chart below illustrates the price

to book value of the Third Avenue

Value Fund versus the MSCI World

Index. We note that the spread

widened in 2013 (see below).

Price-to-Book Comparison:

Third Avenue Value Fund* versus MSCI World Index

(9/31/2000 – 12/31/2013)

Over the past year, index prices have grown much faster

than book value compared to the Third Avenue Value

Fund holdings. Given our high Active Share, it is not
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“Given our differentiated
approach to investing and our

focus on balance sheet strength,
the Fund’s Active Share is quite

high, at 98%. The benefit of
having high Active Share is that

our Fund provides an alternative
to passive products and to other

actively managed funds that
more closely adhere to

benchmark weightings. We
aren’t index huggers so our

returns will often vary from the
indices, as they have over the

past three years.” 
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surprising our holdings would diverge from the indices.

Active Share is a term that has gained prominence in the

investor community over the past few years. It measures

the percentage of the portfolio that deviates from the

exposures in the Index. If one of our positions isn’t in the

Index or the weightings are different, it contributes to our

active share. Given our differentiated approach to

investing and our focus on balance sheet strength, the

Fund’s Active Share is quite high, at 98%. The benefit of

having high Active Share is that our Fund provides an

alternative to passive products and to other actively

managed funds that more closely adhere to benchmark

weightings. We aren’t index huggers so our returns will

often vary from the indices, as they have over the past

three years.

We are vigilant about allocating capital to companies

that are well financed, well managed and have the

ability to grow net asset value (“nAV”). We use the term

nAV often. It represents our estimate of intrinsic value.

Although in some cases book value is a close estimate

of nAV, in many cases, it is not. One thing we know,

based on the data, is that total returns over time tend

to converge to a combination of book value growth plus

dividends paid. This leads us to believe that companies

consistently growing book value (or, in our parlance,

companies that are nAV compounders) will eventually

deliver total returns in line with fundamental growth

and performance.

year-to-year book value changes give a reasonable proxy

for the growth in intrinsic value. Our process demands

that we focus on those changes. The genius of assessing

companies this way is we not only “grade” based on

changes in earnings power, but also on management’s

ability to allocate capital prudently. Many of our peers’

primarily focus on income statement metrics, such as

earnings per share growth. We think that approach

overlooks capital allocation. It is worth noting that other

esteemed investors, such as Warren Buffett of Berkshire

Hathaway, James Tisch of Loews and Tom Gayner of

Markel grade not only investments in this manner but

themselves. In Buffett’s most recent letter to Berkshire

Hathaway shareholders he reiterates that his goal is to

grow Berkshire’s book value in excess of the S&P 500’s

book value. This is something he feels he can control.

We agree.

At year-end, we took a close look at our holdings and

compared stock price performance to growth in book

value over three and five-year periods. The results were

encouraging. The best way to interpret the chart below

is to consider any position to the left of the solid line as

potentially undervalued, as the book value per share

growth has exceeded share price performance. On a

three-year basis, according to these metrics, roughly 65%

of the portfolio is potentially undervalued.

TAVFX Three-Year Annualized Book Value per Share Growth

versus Annualized Return (as of 12/31/2013)

Source: Factset

note: Bubbles represent all positions in the Value Fund. Bubble
sizes are adjusted to reflect position sizes as of 12/31/2013

On a five-year basis (see below), which we believe is even

more relevant, roughly 60% of the portfolio is potentially

undervalued when looked at in this way (of course, we

have reasons to believe that each and every investment
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is worth more than its current price). Discrepancies

between book value growth and annualized return

narrowed compared to the three-year numbers, giving

us conviction that stock performance does gravitate to

book value growth over longer periods of time. Lastly and

most importantly, most of the holdings are above or near

our 10% annualized nAV growth target. We do not want

to give the impression that our process is formulaic in any

way, but we do look at historical book value patterns as a

means to judge business and management quality. If they

have not hit our hurdles, we need to know why and have

a strong conviction that the historical return patterns will

improve in the future.

TAVFX Five-Year Annualized Book Value per Share Growth

versus Annualized Return (as of 12/31/2013)

Source: Factset

note: Bubbles represent all positions in the Value Fund. Bubble
sizes are adjusted to reflect position sizes as of 12/31/2013.

Why do these discrepancies exist? Although these are our

theories, we thought they were worth sharing. We

gravitate to holding companies and companies with heavy

insider holdings. As we say, we like investing alongside

management. This makes rational sense, but has not

proven additive to returns lately. Many companies with
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heavy insider ownership are not as liquid. Being long-term

investors, this does not bother us. yet, it does not make

those companies attractive candidates for passive

instruments, such as ETFs. Those products need liquidity.

With assets shifting to passive products over the past few

years, this might explain the recent under-performance as

less liquid names are not attracting investments. ultimately

operating performance will dictate stock performance, but

sometimes the relationship can get distorted. now might

be one of those times.

you can’t pick up the newspaper without reading about

Federal reserve tapering. As the Federal reserve has

begun the process of reducing liquidity in the economy, it

has spooked many investors. We have a contrarian view at

Third Avenue. Due to post-crisis remedies, liquidity has

been bountiful over the past few years. Given our balance

sheet approach, with a heavy emphasis on strong financial

position, we tend to own companies that are better

capitalized than most. That is a distinct advantage when

companies need capital, but given all the excess liquidity

being pumped into the economy, that advantage has been

neutralized. With the Federal reserve scaling back bond

purchases, credit should get tighter. In that scenario, it will

give our companies more opportunities to use their

balance sheets to profitably invest to grow nAV.

Maybe these discrepancies will persist. There is good

evidence indicating that’s unlikely. The charts above

include the total return of the MSCI World Index

compared to book value growth over three and five-year

periods, as well. note that over those time frames the

book value and total return performances tend to

converge. Given that MSCI World Index has 1,610

positions, that’s a robust data set to reinforce our belief

that book value growth is a strong predictor of stock price

performance. There is no reason why it should not work

for our holdings. Another data point that also caught our

attention was the book value growth of our holdings

exceeded the growth of the MSCI World Index over both

the three and five-year periods highlighted. That means

10
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not only are our holdings potentially undervalued, but

also are higher quality based on book value per share

metrics.

We shall write to you again after the second quarter of

fiscal 2014. Thank you for your continued interest in the

Fund.

Third Avenue Value Fund Team

Ian Lapey, Lead Portfolio Manager

Michael Lehmann

yang Lie

Victor Cunningham

11
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Dear Fellow Shareholders:

During the quarter, Small-Cap Value initiated six positions

and eliminated four positions. At January 31, 2014, Small-

Cap Value held positions in 83 common stocks, the top

10 positions of which accounted for approximately 23%

of the Fund’s net assets.

Number of Shares               New Positions Acquired

274,058                                 American Homes 4 rent - A

Common Stock (“AMH Common”)

16,213                                   Multi-Color Corp. Common Stock

(“Multi-Color Common”)

420,036                                 SunCoke Energy, Inc. Common

Stock (“SunCoke Common”)

156,309                                 Tredegar Corp. Common Stock

(“Tredegar Common”)

196,158                                 VCA Antech, Inc. Common Stock

(“VCA Common”)

201,119                                 World Fuel Services Corp.

Common Stock (“World Fuel

Common”)

                                                 Positions Eliminated

139,415 shares                    Cross Country Healthcare, Inc.

Common Stock (“Cross Country

Common”)

64,668 shares                      Park Electrochemical Corp.

Common Stock (“Park Common”)

1,532 shares                         Superior Industries, Inc. Common

Stock (“Superior Common”)

1,635,257 shares                 Tellabs, Inc. Common Stock

(“Tellabs Common”)

QUARTERLY ACTIVITY

We initiated most of the Fund’s new positions at modest

size, except for World Fuel Common and SunCoke

Common, which attained more meaningful status and are

discussed in enough detail below, we hope, to provide

tangible examples of our investing approach at work. The

former may well be a “compounder”, while the latter may

be categorized as a “special situation.”

One aspect of our search process entails looking for

attractive businesses whose shares may have been

avoided by the larger investment community because

temporary problems mean “dead money” i.e., short-

termism. Such might be the case with World Fuel

Common. run by an entrepreneurial duo for more than

13 years, World Fuel Services (“WFS”) today is a global

powerhouse in the brokerage and trading of fuel and

related services, including logistics and credit support, to

the aviation, marine and land transportation markets.

Customers as diverse as FedEx, MAErSK Lines and Wawa

depend on WFS to help plan, manage and finance the

billions of gallons of fuel needed to support their

operations around the globe. The company largely acts as

a broker or agent in these transactions, utilizing third-party

storage and delivery infrastructure and contracts with

customers to avoid commodity price risk. One of the

issues facing WFS is the wind down of a large nATO

contract in Afghanistan. We believe the company will

replace the lost volumes in time and that the setback

represents only a minor (and fixable) dent in an otherwise

formidable company. Management has done an

admirable job growing the business: since the current

team took the reins book value per share has

compounded at nearly 19%1 annually, while pre-tax

earnings have compounded at comparable rates.

Third Avenue Small-Cap Value Fund
(Unaudited)    

Portfolio holdings are subject to change without notice. The following is a list of Third Avenue Small-Cap Value Fund’s 10
largest issuers, and the percentage of the total net assets each represented, as of January 31, 2014: Emcor Group, Inc., 2.83%;
Semgroup Corp., 2.66%; HCC Insurance Holdings, Inc., 2.47%; Axiall Corp., 2.39%; JZ Capital Partners, Ltd., 2.28%; unifirst
Corp., 2.22%; Progress Software Corp., 2.09%; Compass Minerals International, Inc., 2.08%; Enersys, Inc., 1.99%; and Liberty
Media Corp, 1.93%.
1 retained earnings per share, a potentially better metric than book value per share because it reflects the results of opera-

tions as opposed to financing, has grown at similar rates.
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Importantly, management has kept a very conservative

balance sheet in achieving that growth with only modest

use of debt along the way. Indeed, a strong balance sheet

is sine qua non in a business that requires global scale,

local knowledge, as well as deep credit skills. Valuing

World Fuel Common is not straightforward inasmuch as

the company, while not requiring large or regular capital

expenditures, does not consistently generate free cash

flow, owing to the business’s varying working capital

needs. It might be the poster child for the business model

known as “the creation of wealth while consuming cash.2”

But based on the Fund’s cost basis, equating to 11x to 12x

2013 pre-tax earnings, we viewed the shares as

reasonably undervalued, particularly given the company’s

strong financial position and likely ability to grow at

attractive rates in the years ahead through both organic

means as well as acquisitions. Seen through another lens

and further underpinning our valuation, we believe the

company enjoys enormous intangible assets that protect

the business and include its sheer scale, hard-to-replicate

local networks of suppliers and contractors as well as

customer relationships spanning decades.

Our search for new investments gives us not only the

portfolio but our “Work In Process” library of stocks that

we follow and learn about, sometimes for years before

initiating a position. SunCoke Common initially came onto

our radar screen when the company’s shares were spun-

off from Sunoco in 2011. With a 22% market share, the

company is the largest independent producer of coke

used by the north American steel industry. Additionally,

the company operates coke-making operations in Brazil

and in India via a joint-venture. We avoided the stock at

the original spin date because of lingering customer

contract issues connected to operational challenges that

we wanted resolved before making any commitments.

With those items attended to and the recent occurrence

of a “resource Conversion”3 event, we revisited our

thinking on the company in the latter part of 2013.

We suspect the public market may ignore SunCoke

because it is a commodity producer and commodities

(broadly speaking) are in the doldrums4. Moreover, the

company’s economics and corporate structure make

reported GAAP earnings and the like virtually useless for

those depending on conventional value analysis

techniques. But we gravitate to “out-of-favor” or

misunderstood investments that possess multiple

avenues for “self-help” i.e., paths to business

improvement largely within management’s control. In

SunCoke’s case self-help entails a number of items,

including:

Operational:

•     Lowering costs at the company’s metallurgical coal

operations or, possibly, the disposition of a business

that is currently losing money;

•     Improved economics as the company overhauls its

Indiana Harbor operations, the full benefits of which

ought to emerge in 2015;

•     Further backward integration into coal handling and

processing assets that would broaden the

company’s customer base and benefit from long-

term off-take agreements;

•     Iron ore processing and handling opportunities that

would expand upon the company’s tolling-business

model;

•     A new Kentucky plant, currently in the permitting

process, could start to add significant cash flow as

early as 2017.

Supporting management’s operational improvement

efforts is an asset base with an average age of 10 years in

Third Avenue Small-Cap Value Fund (continued)
(Unaudited)     

2 This observational quote gets attributed to our Chairman Marty Whitman.
3 In this case the resource Conversion occurred when SunCoke listed shares of its coke-making business, SunCoke Energy

Partners LP.
4 As one proxy, the DJ-uBS Commodity Index has dropped 8% compounded for the past three years.
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an industry where 56% of the domestic capacity is more

than 30 years old and where more than 25% is more than

40 years old. Old capacity will likely wear out in coming

years and need to be retired or replaced. (Imports

represent about 8% of north American supply.)

Importantly, SunCoke’s processing technology appears to

lead the industry – the company is the only one to build

and operate a new greenfield coke operation in 20 years.

Thus, SunCoke’s assets might be viewed as having some

scarcity value.

Capital Allocation:

•     The listing of SunCoke Energy Partners LP (“SXCP”)

creates a currency for that company that enjoys a

richer valuation and lower cost of capital than that of

the parent; in the periods ahead SunCoke ought to

benefit from growing cash disbursements not only

via its limited partnership interest, but also from

distributions related to its general partner interest;

•     SunCoke equity may also benefit in the periods

ahead given credible probabilities for debt

reduction, initiation of a dividend or share

repurchases.

While the company enjoys a solid financial position and

does not bear any life-threatening contingencies, one has

to be sober about the u.S. steel industry. Measured in

tons, the industry has been in slow decline for many years

and imports of crude steel always hang over domestic

producers. nor can one ignore the thicket of industry

regulations and a concentrated customer base with

tenuous finances (your business is only as healthy as your

end customer.)

Our sum-of-the-parts valuation suggests a range of value

in the mid-to-high $20s, with the Fund’s cost basis at a

25% to 30% discount. We are further comforted from a

downside perspective insofar as SunCoke operates with

multi-year, take-or-pay contracts characterized by healthy

pass-thru provisions, characteristics that lend a high

degree of stability in what is otherwise a cyclical market.

Three of the Fund’s eliminated positions, Park Common,

Superior Common and Tellabs Common, shared two

common traits worth remembering: (i) in each case the

underlying businesses boasted cash rich balance sheets

but had little in the way of compelling, long-term

reinvestment opportunities, rendering the cash sterile

from a shareholder perspective (other than a small, one-

time special dividend in the case of Park and Tellabs); (ii)

linked to business improvement is capital allocation.

Management’s capital allocation skills and its agenda,

particularly where cash rich balance sheets exist, deserve

extra analytical focus. Tellabs Common was sold in a

tender offer at a modest market premium (albeit at a loss

from the Fund’s cost basis), while modest positive returns

at Park offset modest losses in Superior Common. The

last vestige of the Fund’s long-time holding in Cross

Country Common was sold as the stock market finally

started to attribute brighter prospects to that company’s

healthcare-related staffing business. The rapid rise in the

share price during the last year, however, attached an

unduly optimistic outlook to Cross Country’s long-term

economic value, leading us to eliminate the position.

PERFORMANCE REVIEW – 2013

Viewed in the single dimension of relative performance

the Fund’s results in 2013 might be seen as mediocre,

though it is hard to imagine a 31.5% return in any year as

disappointing! But in a year where the median returns of

our peer funds and the Fund’s benchmark return were

nearly 35%, the Fund’s results could plausibly raise a

question mark. A few items worth considering:

•     unlike most of our peers and the Index, the Fund

was not 100% invested for most of the year; the

Fund’s approximately 10% average cash weighting

during 2013 obviously hurt relative performance in

such an unusually strong year and accounts for the

vast majority of the Fund’s underperformance. The

cash was a by-product of our research and portfolio

management process, not a market call, a process

that has greatly improved in 2013. The Fund’s

Third Avenue Small-Cap Value Fund (continued)
(Unaudited)     
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expanded and more productive team in 2013 was

able to deploy much of the Fund’s cash, prudently

we believe, as the seeds for future returns. notably

at year-end cash levels had been whittled down to

less than four percent.

•     Our cautiously optimistic views on the general

economic landscape – flagged at various points in

our quarterly letters, including the July 2013

“Outlook” and January 2012 “Portfolio Positioning,

Investing Observations” – appear reasonable in

retrospect but our determination not to “pay up” for

stocks likely hurt us this past year. Some readers may

recall our discussion dating back to the Fund’s July

2012 letter in which we asked the question: “Are you

a ’relative’ investor or an ’absolute’ investor?” We

were generally unwilling to

lower our return hurdles i.e.,

our discount rates, in order

to get invested. nor were we

willing to bend on our

financial strength and other

quality criteria. The bulk of

2013’s market performance

is largely attributed to

multiple expansion. Investors

proved willing to pay more for a given level of

earnings or cash flow and the outperformance of

smaller, lower quality issues – precisely the kind of

investments that the Fund tries to avoid. The team’s

focus on quality and stringent valuation techniques

undoubtedly held us back in the recent

environment, but we believe the decision to stick to

our discipline will be ultimately vindicated.

•     A few names in the portfolio negatively impacted

the results. We have discussed one of those names,

JAKKS Pacific, in recent letters. It has been

eliminated from the Fund. Our investment in Weight

Watchers Common has been a disappointment both

from a fundamental, as well as stock price,

perspective. We downsized the position during the

year in reaction to negative fundamental

developments, but elected to keep a toehold

position as it appeared the stock was oversold. The

Fund’s investment in Cloud Peak Energy, a leading

producer of thermal coal in the Powder river Basin,

was similarly downsized during the year given our

team’s view that realizing full value will likely take

longer than originally anticipated. The investment

time horizon has lengthened so it made sense to

reduce our exposure. Shares of Cloud Peak have

rebounded nicely so far in 2014, as coal prices have

improved markedly.

•     normally any number of the Fund’s holdings are

subject to takeovers, often at significant premiums

to market prices. Significant

takeovers, however, were

relatively absent from the scene

in 2013 (unlike in 2012, when

takeovers undoubtedly helped

enhance the Fund’s

performance). We view this as

part of an unpredictable ebb and

flow in the portfolio. We do not

generally count on takeovers to

drive performance; such events are just one way

that value can be recognized in the portfolio.

•     Most of the Fund’s stocks performed admirably and

were paralleled, if not matched, by underlying

business development. For example, the Fund’s top

performer, Oshkosh Corporation, is on track to

greatly improve margins, returns, earnings and cash

flow per share this year and next while cash

continues to accumulate on the balance sheet. In

addition to debt reduction, the company recently

announced a large share repurchase program.

EnerSys, the second top contributor to the Fund’s

performance and the world’s largest producer of

industrial batteries, similarly made great strides in

Third Avenue Small-Cap Value Fund (continued)
(Unaudited)     

“Most of the Fund’s stocks
performed admirably and

were paralleled, if not
matched, by underlying
business development.”
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2013. The company’s margins are on track to

improve – as they have for several years – while free

cash flow will expand massively.

In a very real sense, we performed within our own

expectations and vision for the Fund. One needed to be

nearly perfect, if not aggressive, to outperform in 2013.

We were not perfect but we were disciplined and that

will prove more important in the long run. Our team

made huge progress on many other dimensions, such as

portfolio quality and process improvements, factors that

ought to get the most weight from investors considering

where their prospective returns may lie, as opposed to

past returns.

A LOOk AHEAD

We have built a portfolio that will be resilient to

unpredictable macro factors, ever-shifting investor

sentiments and the inevitable business cycles. Over the

full course of a market cycle, we believe returns will be

competitive. Our process is sharper than ever and also

more attuned to the dynamic business fundamentals

attached to the Fund’s holdings. The market tumult in

January has jolted all investors, but has also unearthed

some nice opportunities for us. We remain pleased with

the current portfolio in terms of quality, valuation and

potential for future growth.

We look forward to writing you again when we publish

our Second Quarter report dated April 30, 2014. Thank

you for your continued support.

Sincerely,

Third Avenue Small-Cap Value Fund Team

Curtis r. Jensen, Lead Portfolio Manager

Tim Bui

Charlie Page

Third Avenue Small-Cap Value Fund (continued)
(Unaudited)     
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Dear Fellow Shareholders:

We are pleased to provide you with the Third Avenue real

Estate Value Fund’s (the “Fund”) report for the quarter

ended January 31, 2014.

QUARTERLY ACTIVITY

The following summarizes the Fund’s investment activity1

during the quarter:

Number of Shares               New Positions

3,500,000 shares                 Inmobiliaria Colonial SA.

Common Stock (“Colonial

Common”)

2,811,072 shares                 Parkway Properties, Inc. Common

Stock (“Parkway Common”)

525,000 shares                    rayonier, Inc. Common Stock

(“rayonier Common”)

303,238 shares                    Starwood Waypoint residential

Trust Common Stock (“Starwood

Common”)

                                                 Increased Positions

2,050,000 shares                 City Developments Ltd. Common

Stock (“City Dev Common”)

1,048,244 shares                 Commonwealth rEIT Common

Stock (“Commonwealth

Common”)

Number of Shares               Increased Positions

1,300,000 shares                 Millennium & Copthorne Hotels

plc Common Stock (“Millennium

Common”)

410,443 shares                    Post Properties, Inc. Common

Stock (“Post Common”)

2,488,035 shares                 Songbird Estates plc Common

Stock (“Songbird Common”)

1,100,000 shares                 Westfield Group Common Stock

(“Westfield Common”)

                                                 Reduced Positions

9,834,606 shares                Taylor Wimpey plc Common

Stock (“Taylor Wimpey

Common”)

                                                 Positions Eliminated

2,811,072 shares                 Parkway Properties, Inc. Common

Stock (“Parkway Common”)

7,354,979 shares                 Thomas Properties Group, Inc.

Common Stock (“Thomas

Common”)

PORTFOLIO UPDATE

During the quarter, the Fund actively recycled capital by

eliminating two common stock positions (Thomas

Properties and Parkway Properties), further reducing a

previous top-10 holding (Taylor Wimpey), and

17

Portfolio holdings are subject to change without notice. The following is a list of Third Avenue real Estate Value Fund’s 10
largest issuers, and the percentage of the total net assets each represented, as of January 31, 2014: Forest City Enterprises,
Inc., 4.77%; newhall Holding Co. LLC, Class A, 4.53%; Weyerhaeuser Co., 4.14%; Cheung Kong Holdings, Ltd., 3.81%; Lowe’s
Cos., Inc., 3.49%; Songbird Estates PLC, 3.44%; First Industrial realty Trust, Inc., 3.23%; Hammerson PLC, 3.08%; Westfield
Group, 2.94%; and Wereldhave nV, 2.73%.
* Please note that a footnote contained on page 16 of the Third Avenue Funds Fourth Quarter Shareholder Letters contained

errors. The footnote should have read as follows, “1 Third Avenue real Estate Value Fund Institutional Class ranked number
one out of the 20 funds with 15-year track records included in Morningstar’s Global real Estate category, based on 15-year
average annual returns, as of September 30, 2013. Please note that TArEX has not been the number one ranked fund for all
time periods and might not be ranked number one in the future. Different funds take different levels of risk. you should read
the Fund’s prospectus for a detailed description of risk prior to investing. For the one, three, five and ten-year periods, the
Fund ranked 15 out of 201 in the category, 2 out of 161, 8 out of 136 and 12 out of 27, respectively, Source: Morningstar.
Please note Morningstar categories are subject to change over time, based on portfolio composition. The Fund was added
to the Global real Estate Category in September 2008 and has been in several different categories throughout the past 15
years.” We sincerely apologize for our error and any inconvenience caused.

1 Investment activity excludes currency hedges.
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reallocating the proceeds to three new common stocks

(rayonier, Colonial, and Starwood Waypoint). The new

positions are each unique real estate securities that

ended up on our radar as a result of our differentiated

screening process. As noted in previous letters, we have

enhanced our process over recent years. In addition to

tracking our existing holdings, we closely follow 30 to 40

securities (our “T-2” portfolio) that we would like to

own – just at lower prices. In addition, we run proprietary

quantitative and qualitative screens on the rest of our

real estate universe to generate additional ideas. The

Fund’s long-term holdings, or strategic positions, tend to

originate from our “T-2” list, whereas the Fund’s shorter-

term, or special situation investments, tend to be a result

of our weekly screens. This quarter, all sources yielded

actionable investment ideas. rayonier Common was on

our “T-2” list when it became available at a more suitable

price; Colonial Common was picked up on a quantitative

screen after its stock price declined sharply following an

announcement that it would undertake a dilutive capital

raise; and Starwood Common was sourced from a

qualitative screen after Starwood Property Trust

announced that it would be spinning off the portfolio into

a separately traded company. Having the infrastructure

in place to capture potential investment opportunities

and the ability to underwrite investments in a judicious

manner is more than half the battle.

The Fund also increased its investment in six existing

holdings including the common stock of Songbird Estates,

Westfield Group, Millennium & Copthorne, Post

Properties, City Developments, and Commonwealth rEIT

(uS). After taking into account this activity, the Fund

ended the quarter with the following allocations: north

America (44%), Europe (20%), Asia ex-Japan (14%),

Australia (7%), and Cash (15%). The Fund’s returns will

undoubtedly be impacted by the performance of real

estate securities in these regions in the short-term.

However, as bottom-up fundamental investors it is our

belief that the Fund’s long-term returns will ultimately be

determined by the performance of the underlying

enterprises in which we are invested and the elimination

of the price-to-value discrepancy that currently exists in

the Fund’s holdings. Therefore, we thought it would be

worthwhile to provide our shareholders with a review of

the new positions and the Fund’s top five holdings which

collectively account for about 25% of the Fund’s assets.

Only two of the positions outlined below have been top

holdings in recent years. While the holdings in the

portfolio have evolved, the underlying theme for Fund’s

core holdings remains the same, as each security

currently trades at a discount to our conservative

estimate of net asset value and represents an ownership

interest in a real estate company that is well-financed, run

by a competent control group, and is positioned to

increase underlying value by 10%, or more, per year after

adding back dividends.

NEW POSITIONS:

Inmobiliaria Colonial (“Colonial”) is a Spanish real estate

operating company with three primary assets: (i) a wholly-

owned office portfolio in Spain, (ii) a 53% stake in Societe

Fonciere Lyonnaise – a separately listed French rEIT that

owns an office portfolio in Paris, and (iii) a homebuilding

business in Spain. We have followed the company for

several years but never invested in Colonial Common

because, notwithstanding its high-quality office portfolio

(Paris, Madrid and Barcelona), the company was saddled

with too much debt resulting from a leveraged buyout in

2006. The company recently announced that it planned

to raise £1.0 billion of capital through a highly-dilutive

rights offering to existing shareholders, use the proceeds

to pay down its credit facility and then re-focus on

stabilizing and enhancing its office portfolio. After our

initial assessment of the terms on the offering, we elected

to conduct more extensive due diligence which included

meetings with management, property tours in Madrid and

Barcelona, as well as meetings with a number of other

market participants. Following those efforts, the Fund

initiated a position in Colonial Common with plans to fully

participate in its pro-rata share of the rights offering. Our

initial stake in Colonial Common is small, but upon

completing our subscription in the 9-for-1 rights offering,
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the total investment will represent a meaningful position

in the Fund and at a price substantially below our estimate

of net asset value. Post rights offering, the company will

be in a very sound financial condition and well-positioned

to invest capital to enhance the value of its properties. We

believe the company’s new management team is

competent and should be able to materially increase net

asset value considering that nearly 20% of its Spanish

office portfolio is vacant and the company has been capital

starved over the past five to six years. In addition, the

company has a substantial tax loss carry forward which

could shield taxes for up to 18 years – a hidden asset that

could ultimately prove quite valuable.

Rayonier is a real estate investment trust (“rEIT”) based

in the united States that has been on our watch list for

several years as the company owns high-quality timberland

assets, most of which are located in the Southeast, some

well-located land on the I-95 corridor in Florida and

Georgia that seems likely to benefit from higher-and-better

use potential over time, as well as a cellulose fibers

business that has become a market leader in specialty

fibers and a “cash-cow” for the company. The company has

also historically been conservatively financed and well-

managed. until recently, rayonier Common traded at a

premium to our estimate of net asset value as market

participants have typically “paid up” to gain exposure to

the company’s rapidly growing fibers business. However,

in October 2013, the company announced a slew of

warnings related to this business unit including cost

overruns at a large expansion project and an outlook for a

weak pricing environment given additional supply in the

global market. After the announcement, the stock price fell

by more than 25%, creating an opportunity for the Fund

to establish a position in rayonier Common at a discount

to our estimate of the private market value of its three

businesses. Shortly thereafter, rayonier announced it will

be splitting into two companies by spinning off its

performance fibers business into a separately traded entity.

The purpose of the transaction is to surface the value in

the underlying businesses, allow each company to

establish its own capital structure and growth plans, and

attract investors dedicated to each business as they have

very little overlap today. The market responded positively

to the announcement. unfortunately, the Fund had only

established a 1% position in rayonier Common prior to the

announcement. We will continue to monitor the existing

investment and reassess the opportunity to add to the

position as the company splits into two separate entities.

We initiated a small position in Starwood Waypoint
Residential Trust (“SWAy”), a u.S. rEIT focused on owning

and operating single family rentals. SWAy was recently

spun off from Starwood Property Trust, a mortgage rEIT.

SWAy currently owns a portfolio of approximately 5,049

homes and 1,736 non-performing mortgage loans

(“nPLs”), concentrated in markets with strong housing

recovery potential such as Florida (approximately 40% of

the portfolio). We have monitored the single family rental

industry since its inception and concluded that a successful

strategy requires stand-out property management and

proprietary sourcing. Starwood acquired Waypoint, the

oldest single family management platform in 2013.

Waypoint, founded in 2009, is arguably one of the best

operators in the industry – its legacy managed portfolios

have enjoyed operational metrics comparable with the

best multi-family operators (approximately 95% occupancy

with approximately 65% nOI margin). From the sourcing

perspective, what separates Starwood Waypoint from

others is its nPL strategy that allows it to acquire properties

at more attractive values through its joint venture with

PrimeStar. The joint venture analyzes nPL pools,

determines bid values and the best workout strategy for

each nPL. Taking nPLs through foreclosure allows SWAy to

acquire single family houses at a significant discount to

what competitors must pay when acquiring portfolios of

already-foreclosed houses. SWAy currently has a net-cash

position with no debt on its balance sheet. Starwood

Common trades at a discount to replacement cost of its

existing homes and the market value of its non-performing

mortgage loans. We believe SWAy will be able to continue

to grow nAV at 10% a year via continued home price
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appreciation as well as future acquisitions and workout of

nPLs. We believe SWAy may also offer a unique hedge

against a stall in the u.S. housing recovery. Higher default

rates would result in more nPLs and foreclosures resulting

in higher demand for rental houses. Similar dynamics

created higher cash flows and valuations for apartment

owners since the financial crisis.

TOP FIVE HOLDINGS:

Newhall Land & Development (5% of Net Assets)

newhall Land is a u.S. based real estate operating

company that owns one of the most prime land positions

in north America. The company’s key asset is its land

holdings in Los Angeles County, where it owns the

newhall ranch master planned community with

approximately 22,000 new homes planned just 30 miles

north of downtown Los Angeles. The company also owns

land that could support over 12 million square feet of

commercial development in newhall ranch and 16,000

acres of agricultural land in Ventura County. The Fund’s

equity position in newhall originated in 2008 by

purchasing the predecessor company’s senior secured

bank debt ahead of the company filing Chapter 11

bankruptcy. Through the Chapter 11 reorganization, the

Fund’s debt position was converted into equity and the

reorganized company emerged in 2009 with no debt and

a first-rate management team. Since 2009, newhall has

sold off the vast majority of its non-core assets; it still has

no debt and currently has over $200 million of cash on

its balance sheet. Los Angeles residential markets have

improved dramatically since new building was largely

curtailed, excess inventory has been absorbed and

demand has lead to higher prices for the limited amount

of new homes available. residential prices in Los Angeles

increased by approximately 22% during 2013. newhall

ranch is not a new frontier. It is located on the West side

of Interstate 5, adjacent to the highly-acclaimed and

successful Valencia master-planned community (which

was also previously developed by newhall ranch).

newhall should be in a position to begin delivering high-

demand buildable lots to homebuilders in 2016. The

attractiveness of newhall ranch and improvement in the

Los Angeles residential markets has not gone unnoticed.

The trading price for newhall Common has increased by

nearly 260% over the past year, implying a $1.2 billion

enterprise value for the company. This compares to an

enterprise value of approximately $450 million when it

emerged from bankruptcy in 2009 and a pre-bankruptcy

(2007) appraised value $2.6 billion. We do not expect a

$2.6 billion valuation anytime soon, but given the scarcity

value of newhall’s home sites and the supply-demand

imbalance that is rapidly building in the Southern

California residential market, today’s $1.2 billion valuation

still seems conservative.

Forest City Enterprises, Inc. (5% of Net Assets)

Forest City is a uS based real estate company that owns

a high quality portfolio of commercial properties

concentrated in some of the best markets in north

America including new york City, Boston, Washington,

D.C., and San Francisco. In addition, the company controls

one of the most strategic development pipelines in the

country with major mixed-use projects in Brooklyn

(Atlantic yards), Washington, D.C. (yards), and Denver

(Stapleton). Forest City has been a long-time holding in

the Fund. Historically the company created a great deal

of shareholder value by retaining the vast majority of its

cash flow and reinvesting in development and urban

regeneration projects at a profit. However, the company

entered the financial crisis with an excessive amount of

development exposure and debt levels that were

unsustainably high. Forest City has spent the past five

years focused on completing its development projects

and right-sizing its balance sheet. In our view, the

company has completed about 85-90% of the steps

necessary get the company back into a position of

strength. However, Forest City Common still trades at a

price as if it were in the early stages of a repositioning. In

fact, at current prices Forest City Common is trading at

more than a 20% discount to a conservative estimate of

liquidation value ($23-24 per share) and more than a 35%

discount to net asset value based upon public and private
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market comps ($30-31 per share). This discount seems

extreme and will likely dissipate as there is additional

visibility on items that have created some uncertainty

(i.e., stabilization of ridge Hill development project,

profitability of Barclays Center, long-term plans of its stake

in the Brooklyn nets, etc.) and the company possibly

implements some other shareholder friendly initiatives

(e.g., reinstating the dividend, repurchasing stock at

discounted prices, collapsing the dual-class share

structure, etc.). In addition, Forest City is one of the few

real estate companies positioned to capitalize on demand

for new commercial building activity with entitlements in

some of the most supply constrained markets in the

united States. As market conditions allow Forest City to

reactivate these projects on a profitable basis, the

company should once again generate industry leading

returns through the development and urban

regeneration process, albeit at a more measured pace.

Weyerhaeuser Co. (4% of Net Assets)

Weyerhaeuser is a u.S.-based rEIT that owns one of the

most valuable and productive timberland portfolios

globally with 7 million acres of timberlands including 2.6

million acres in the Pacific northwest that are particularly

well suited for growing Douglas fir and exporting to Asia

to capitalize on premium pricing in those markets. In

addition to its timberland business, Weyerhaeuser is

involved with wood products (i.e., lumber, OSB, and

engineered wood products), homebuilding, and cellulose

fibers. The Fund originally established a position in

Weyerhaeuser Common in 2010. It was our thesis then

that (i) the Fund was buying into an incredibly well-

financed company that owned some irreplaceable assets

at a material discount to the private market value of the

various businesses and (ii) that the discount would close

as conditions within the uS residential markets (which

impact three of the four businesses) improved from

depressed levels and the company undertook some

additional resource conversion activities (e.g, sales, spin-

offs, mergers, etc.). Since making the investment,

fundamentals in the uS residential markets have

improved, the company has sold some non-core assets

and recently announced its intention to divest its

homebuilding business. The stock price has responded

favorably to recent events. However, we believe

Weyerhaeuser is still far from realizing its full potential.

The process of unlocking value seems to have recently

accelerated. The company recently appointed a new CEO

(Doyle Simons) who has a track record of cutting costs,

divesting businesses to realize value, and returning capital

to shareholders. It seems reasonable to expect over the

next few years that Weyerhaeuser will (i) complete the

divestiture of its homebuilding business, (ii) repurchase

shares or pay a special dividend with the proceeds, (iii)

relentlessly cut costs in the remaining businesses,

particularly in Wood Products so that the company can

achieve full levels of profitability when the uS residential

markets return to more normalized levels of housing

starts (1.5-1.6 million units annually), and (iv) ultimately

divest its non-timber businesses so that Weyerhaeuser is

a more focused company with an unmatched portfolio of

timber assets. Should that chain of events unfold, the

value of the various pieces should easily exceed $40 per

share. Our estimates of value may prove conservative if

other factors play out in the company’s favor, like the end

of the Mountain Pine Beetle epidemic in British Columbia

leading to higher prices for logs in the Pacific northwest

(where the company is the dominant log provider) and

more converting activity in the Southeastern uS (where

Weyerhaeuser has a great deal of excess capacity within

Wood Products).

Cheung kong (4% of Net Assets)

Cheung Kong Holdings is a Hong Kong based property

owner and developer of real estate in Hong Kong and

Mainland China and is the controlling shareholder

(49.97%) of Hutchison Whampoa, a Hong Kong listed

conglomerate. The Fund established its position in

Cheung Kong during the course of 2011, taking advantage

of the sell-off in Hong Kong property shares. The
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company exhibits all of the qualities that we find

attractive in an equity security: owner/operator model

with a deep corporate bench that has a solid operating

and capital allocation track record, possesses extremely

high quality assets, a strong financial position, and shares

that trade at a significant discount to conservatively

estimated net asset value with long-long term nAV

growth potential. Since 2011, the Hong Kong and China

property market has been under a cloud of government-

led policy uncertainty which has dampened investor

sentiment for most Hong Kong property shares. Despite

the cloud of uncertainty, Cheung

Kong’s operating results have

been respectable, with book

value per share compounding at

slightly more than 9% over the

three year period. unfortunately,

the fundamental progress has not

been recognized by investors,

resulting in the shares trading at a

wider discount to book value

(20%) and an even larger discount

to our estimate of net asset value

despite a strengthening financial

position and exceptional

performance at its largest asset,

Hutchison Whampoa Limited, that

accounts for 60% of its gross asset

value. This has led to the double

discount often applied to holding

company structures reaching an extreme level. The “stub”

valuation of Cheung Kong is near a 65% discount to our

estimated net asset value, close to the historical high in

2003 during the SArS epidemic. It seems reasonable over

the next few years that Cheung Kong’s discount could

close as investors recognize the (i) stability of profits from

its large launch schedule in their Hong Kong and China

residential property portfolio focused on mid-scale price

points, (ii) continued earnings and dividend growth from

Hutchison Whampoa, and (iii) potential for share

buybacks and dividend growth given its fortress-like

balance sheet and cash generation. If that is not enough,

Cheung Kong management has a history of well-timed

resource conversions that could involve selling stabilized

assets outright or spinning off property into publicly listed

vehicles to highlight and crystalize the latent value for

investors.

Songbird Estates (3% of Net Assets)

Songbird Estates is a u.K.-based company that is the 70%

controlling shareholder of the Canary Wharf Group

(“Canary Wharf”). Canary Wharf

is a u.K. based real estate

operating company that owns

more than 7 million square feet

of class-A office and retail space

on the Canary Wharf Estate in

East London. In addition to its

income producing portfolio,

which is essentially fully let, the

company has entitlements for an

additional 11 million square feet

of development on the Estate, an

adjacent Estate (Wood Wharf)

and in Central London (Shell

Centre redevelopment). The

Fund has owned Songbird

Common since 2009. At the time

of the initial investment, the Fund

purchased shares and

participated in a highly dilutive rights offering which

raised $1.4 billion of proceeds for the company in order

to repay debt. Similar to our thesis on Colonial, it was our

view that the Fund was establishing a position in the

common stock at a discount to net asset value and after

the capital raise the company would be well capitalized

and positioned to increase the underlying value of the

enterprise. nearly five years later, the thesis largely

remains the same; Songbird Common has increased by

more than 40% since our initial investment, but is still at
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more than a 15% discount to its stated net assets per

share (£2.21 as of June 30, 2013). Furthermore, this value

seems somewhat understated since it places minimal

value on the company’s entitlements. In our view, these

entitlements will ultimately prove to be quite valuable as

demand for commercial and residential space at the

Canary Wharf Estate and surrounding area is poised to

increase considerably once the Crossrail project is

completed in 2018. This high speed rail line is currently

under construction and will meaningfully enhance the

ease of transport from East London to West London. For

instance, it will take less than 40 minutes to get from

Canary Wharf to Heathrow, less than 15 minutes to Bond

Street, and altogether is estimated to bring an additional

1.5 million people within a 45 minute commute of

London. This should not only accelerate the development

on the Estate but could also lead to the rents on existing

properties to converge with rents in the City, which are

more than 50% above rental rates on the Estate.

OUTLOOk

As the Fund enters its sixteenth year, we continue to

believe that real estate is an essential allocation for any

long-term investor. Historically, property has been a

terrific place to park capital and protect it from inflation

over time. Further, should that capital be invested

alongside capable managers in high-barrier-to-entry

markets, low-double digit returns (10-12%) are

oftentimes achievable without having to take outsized

risks. real estate securities have had an incredible “run”

over the past five years, though much of that

performance is attributable to the large u.S. rEITs that

have been popular with income seeking investors. We

believe it now makes sense to look for securities that are

not as widely held and that are more likely to exhibit

inefficient pricing. There are certain pockets of the real

estate universe that are likely to prosper in the years

ahead, even in a rising rate environment, but it will take

patience and skill to identify those specific opportunities.

Some of those areas include (i) companies that have

strong ties to the u.S. residential markets which are in

the middle stages of a long-awaited recovery, (ii)

companies that have entitlements for new development

in highly desirable markets along with the balance

sheets and management teams necessary to provide

new commercial building as demand for new product

returns, (iii) smaller and mid-sized real estate businesses

that are viewed as strategic platforms and likely to be

acquired by larger competitors or private equity funds

as M&A activity continues to accelerate, and (iv) special

situation investments particularly in recently

recapitalized companies that now have the balance

sheets and management teams necessary to increase

corporate value. The vast majority of the holdings in the

Fund are exposed to one of these four areas, which

should drive improved fundamental performance in

2014, as well as in the years ahead.

We thank you for your continued support and look

forward to writing to you next quarter.

Sincerely,

Third Avenue real Estate Value Fund Team

Michael Winer, Lead Portfolio Manager

Jason Wolf, Lead Portfolio Manager

ryan Dobratz
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Dear Fellow Shareholders:

In the most recent quarter, Third Avenue International

Value Fund (the “Fund”) established one new position,

added to five existing positions, reduced three existing

positions and eliminated two positions.

QUARTERLY ACTIVITY:

Number of Shares               New Position Acquired

937,801 shares                    Antofagasta plc Common Stock

(“Antofagasta Common”)

                                                 Increases in Existing Positions

8,906 shares                         nexans S.A. Common Stock

(“nexans Common”)

4,446,232 shares                 Oberoi realty Ltd. Common Stock

(“Oberoi Common”)

54,819 shares                      Piramal Enterprises Ltd. Common

Stock (“Piramal Common”)

759,469 shares                    Telefónica Deutschland Holding

AG Common Stock (“Telefónica

Deutschland Common”)

1,722,669 shares                 Vodafone Group PLC Common

Stock (“Vodafone Common”)

                                                 Decreases in Existing Positions

1,053,000 shares                 Daiwa Securities Group, Inc.

Common Stock (“Daiwa

Common”)

1,668,017 shares                 Segro PLC Common Stock (“Segro

Common”)

30,929 shares                      Titan Cement Company Common

Stock (“Titan Cement Common”)

                                                 Positions Eliminated

22,522,784 shares               Boardroom Limited Common

Stock (“Boardroom Common”)

Number of Shares               Positions Eliminated

18,056,669 shares               Taylor Wimpey PLC Common

Stock (“Taylor Wimpey

Common”)

REVIEW OF QUARTERLY ACTIVITY

Antofagasta plc (“Antofagasta”) is a Chilean-based copper

mining pure play whose crown-jewel asset is Los

Pelambres, the world’s fifth-largest producing copper

mine. not only is Los Pelambres one of the world’s largest

projects, it sits squarely in the first quartile of the global

cost curve. It is also quite long-lived, with a 23-year

estimated life of mine that could be extended considerably

if even part of the property’s massive resource base is

developed in future years. It is fair to describe Los

Pelambres as a trophy asset within the copper mining

industry. Antofagasta’s other large-scale project is

Esperanza, another first quartile, long-lived asset.

Political risk appears to be relatively low; all of

Antofagasta’s mines are located in Chile, which has

historically been a very friendly jurisdiction for mining

companies. Additionally, the company is controlled by

Chile’s Luksic Family, which owns 65% of the outstanding

shares (the Luksics’ stake is worth some $8 billion at

current market prices). As one would expect of operators

that have significant skin in the game, the Luksics have

long been outstanding stewards of shareholder capital,

eschewing large-scale acquisitions and risky development

projects in favor of organic growth and brownfield

expansions. Management has also maintained what is

certainly one of the industry’s best balance sheets. The

company currently carries a $1.5 billion net cash position;

this combination of a strong balance sheet and first-

quartile cost position should provide Antofagasta with

ample protection in the event of a cyclical downturn.

Third Avenue International Value Fund
(Unaudited)    

Portfolio holdings are subject to change without notice. The following is a list of Third Avenue International Value Fund’s 10
largest issuers, and the percentage of the total net assets each represented, as of January 31, 2014: Straits Trading Co., Ltd.,
6.08%; Weyerhaeuser Co., 4.46%; netia S.A., 4.33%; Daiwa Securities Group, 4.30%; Munich re, 3.62%; Allianz SE, 3.61%;
Sanofi, 3.54%; Leucadia national Corp., 3.41%; White Mountains Insurance Group Ltd., 3.38%; and Mitsui Fudosan Co., Ltd.,
3.19%.
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Declining copper prices and fears of an emerging markets

slowdown have now given us the opportunity to buy

Antofagasta shares at a substantial discount to net asset

value (“nAV”), something we find very attractive in light

of the factors described above – namely the company’s

world-class assets, proven management team,

conservative balance sheet and first-quartile cost

position.

The Fund’s holding in common shares of Taylor Wimpey

plc was disposed of in its entirety during the quarter. We

first bought shares of Taylor

Wimpey in April 2011, in midst of

a severe housing depression in

the united Kingdom. At the time,

the company had just divested its

non-u.K. businesses, the

proceeds of which significantly

deleveraged the company,

allowing it to weather the storm

and acquire land for prospective

development at attractive prices.

This well-timed purchase of a

scarce input, combined with the

subsequent recovery in home

prices (helped by more than a

nudge from government policy to

assist home buyers) has allowed

the company to post record profit

margins in recent periods. With

the stock having more than

tripled from our purchase prices, valuation considerations

favored its disposition.

FINANCIAL PRUDENCE IN A TIME OF TAPERING

Throughout 2013, the word “tapering” has inspired

moments of panic in global financial markets. Tapering

refers to the u.S. Federal reserve’s gradual retreat from

the Quantitative Easing (“QE”) programs pursued by Fed

Governor Ben Bernanke in the immediate aftermath of

the Global Financial Crisis. reduced reliance on QE is at

the heart of the Fed’s “return to normalcy”, and, over

time, seems likely to result in higher interest rates, though

the timing and magnitude of increased rates are

impossible to predict with any certainty. This has serious

implications not only for the u.S. Treasury market, but for

virtually all asset classes globally.

If it seems as if this note is headed toward prognostication

about what the Fed will do, rest assured, you are still

reading one of our letters. We are ultimately agnostic

about the direction of future Fed policy, because predicting

macroeconomic events is

notoriously difficult and nearly

impossible to get right on a

consistent basis. One could reason,

for example, that investors will sell

equities in anticipation of rising

interest rates and lower levels of

liquidity. Conversely, one could

reason that investors will be more

than happy to see Fed tapering,

taking it as a sign that the Central

Bank believes the worst economic

conditions are behind us. Both

conclusions, indeed, seem entirely

plausible; however, if the historical

track record of market

prognosticators is any guide, both

of these predictions should be

taken with a grain of salt. To be

clear, our goal is not to forecast the

timing and magnitude of any macroeconomic

developments that may result from recent events and

policy decisions (nor should it be). rather, our goal is to

comprehensively evaluate any and all potential impacts to

the Fund’s existing portfolio, as well as to its opportunity

set (of potential future investments), in the event that

recent developments create meaningful disruptions in

global capital markets.

Third Avenue International Value Fund (continued)
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Our portfolio is comprised of companies that exhibit

financial strength and that were purchased at meaningful

discounts to our conservative estimate of intrinsic value.

Purchasing companies with strong balance sheets and

high quality assets means that, in practical terms, we have

bought ourselves protection against rising interest rates.

Because of their strong balance sheets, our portfolio

companies are financially equipped to withstand

economic adversity, in particular, and generally do not

need to access capital markets in order to run their

businesses, a key advantage over competitors that rely on

debt financing to execute their business strategies.

Specifically, well-capitalized companies like those found in

the Fund’s portfolio have the ability to seize any unusually

attractive investment opportunities that might become

available as a result of any broad economic or industry-

specific turmoil. In short, they have the ability to be buyers

among forced sellers who fall into financial distress.

Take White Mountains Insurance Group, for example, a

company with ample liquidity. While rivals may be hurt

by rising rates, White Mountains will likely remain

unscathed and, most importantly, able to use its cash and

equity to invest in businesses and assets at bargain prices.

Indeed, this is a strategy White Mountains’ management

team has successfully executed for over twenty-five years,

as evidenced by its sterling long-term track record of

growth in book value per share. White Mountains, as well

as Allianz and Munich re, three Fund holdings with

interests in non-life and life-insurance, not only boast

ample firepower for M&A in the event that opportunities

become available, but in general should generate

increased income from their investment portfolios as and

when interest rates increase.

WHAT (OR WHERE) NEXT?

As recent events around the globe have so clearly

demonstrated, many of the effects of the Fed’s tapering

will be felt globally, just as QE was a global phenomenon,

with impacts on both developed and developing markets.

So far, the weakest links appear to be in emerging

markets, although we suspect that we may only be in the

early stages in the game, and the impact might be more

widespread.

Emerging economies tend to be a somewhat disparate

group, each with its own problems and opportunities

owing to their degree of development,

government/central bank policies, labor market practices,

openness to trade, foreign investment, capital flows, etc.

Generalizations, so common in the space, are hazardous.

That said, the growing trade and capital flows between

both developed and developing countries have exposed

this disparate group to some common factors that

historically might have mattered less than they do now.

The current episode of “synchronization” of these factors

originates in the response by a number of countries to

the Global Financial Crisis. Both developed and

developing countries engaged in considerable fiscal

stimulus that took various forms in different countries,

such as sizable boosts in infrastructure spending in China

or vast mobilization of resources by the national

Development Bank in Brazil, combined with monetary

stimulus in a number of these countries where interest

rates were lowered significantly to offset the impact of

the dysfunction in global capital market conditions.

needless to say, in countries where these measures were

employed, they served to mitigate somewhat and

shorten considerably the impact of the global slowdown,

with resultant, relatively swift recoveries in their levels of

economic activity and consequently, in local capital

markets. With this occurring in an environment where

developed nations in many parts of Europe, and initially

the united States, were in the grip of a downturn,

emerging markets appeared to have largely sidestepped

the difficulties and were perceived as lower-risk

destinations for investor capital.

This lower level of perceived risk came at a time when

interest rates in the developed world were unusually

depressed by the Fed’s successive bouts of QE. Against

this backdrop, the feverish search by investors for higher-
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yielding securities led to a boom in the issuance of debt

by emerging market issuers – both sovereign and

corporate – a number of whom had never before

encountered such low rates of interest. not ones to look

a gift horse in the mouth, the borrowers seized the

moment, and there was considerable issuance of

corporate debt securities, pure vanilla and higher-yielding

ones, much of it u.S. dollar-denominated. The scale of the

issuance was impressive, with emerging market corporate

debt proving to be one of the most rapidly growing fixed-

income asset classes, with the result that the size of this

asset class has now exceeded that of the u.S. High yield

market! To this we must necessarily add the sovereign

debt issuance which had been growing apace, and the fate

of which is necessarily intertwined with that of the

corporate debt issues in the respective nations. This had

been facilitated and reinforced by the lowered risk

perceptions of emerging market issuers and of emerging

markets generally.

Most of these countries from whence this debt originated

have been in need of a variety of structural reforms relating

to labor markets, domestic competition policy, capital

markets or governance, amongst other things. Historically,

there had existed a sort of quid pro quo with the demands

of the suppliers of capital nudging forward changes that

would be of long-term benefit both to the issuers and

providers of capital. The volume of capital cascading into

companies in these markets on undemanding terms made

this all but moot. If anything, it has helped validate or

entrench these bad habits, extending the poor practices

that would have been otherwise under pressure to change

were capital less freely available. Cheap access to financing

has allowed both companies and countries to put off much

needed reforms. The disciplinary force of the capital

markets waned and borrowers took advantage. We fear

that, as this issuance boom goes in reverse, these structural

shortcomings might be laid bare at an awkward time with

unpleasant consequences. The cessation of QE could

reveal which countries and companies did little to mitigate

their structural deficiencies.

By way of example, India has historically been heavily

dependent upon portfolio flows, reflecting a relative

paucity of Foreign Direct Investment (“FDI”). The limited

amount of FDI has been a function of capricious tax policy

(sometimes applied in an ad hoc manner), and a

tortuously protracted review and approval process for

new investments, which has been further compounded

by corruption. The logical outcome of such a regime has

been increasing reluctance by corporate entities to invest

there, notwithstanding the size and potential of the

market. But, money flows both ways; and, in 2013, flows

into India reversed, causing a decline in foreign exchange

reserves and a run on the rupee. This is bad news for

Indian borrowers with dollar- or euro-denominated debt.

This has rendered the country more dependent upon

fickle portfolio inflows, rather than more stable longer-

term FDI. until recently, that risk was easy for many to

overlook as the waves of portfolio flows rolled in.

Beginning in 2013, the diminution of these flows exposed

the vulnerability of the country’s capital position, with

short-term results including a decline in foreign exchange

reserves and the depreciation of the currency. While we

highlight India here as an example of a lost opportunity to

strengthen the country’s institutional framework, it is not

unique among a number of developing countries that did

not seize the opportunity to do so during a period of

abundant capital inflows – leaving them vulnerable in a

variety of ways (varying from country to country), were

these capital flows to reverse, or the terms to become less

favorable in a less conducive market environment.

What we are also seeing see now hints at something that

has occurred periodically. Argentina defaulted in 2001

after depegging its peso from the u.S. dollar. The value

of its debt, denominated in dollars, quickly outran the

worth of its depreciating currency. We saw the similar

impact of asset-liability currency mismatches throughout

the Asian Financial Crisis of the late 1990s. It affects

private and sovereign debtors equally. Borrowing in

dollars allows lower cost access to the capital markets;
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but, it has its dark side if the dollar-denominated debt is

not effectively hedged.

We have begun to see this dark side in recent months, as

the beginning of the Fed’s tapering of QE signaled the

potential end of “easy money” for emerging market

corporates and sovereigns, leading to a significant

depreciation in the value of various currencies, most

notably those of a group that has been dubbed the

“Fragile Five” – Turkey, Brazil, India, South Africa and

Indonesia – for their particular vulnerability to foreign

capital outflows.

That is not to say, however, that we have not seen

opportunity in even those countries that have thus far

been the most visibly exposed to vulnerabilities. For

example, two of the Fund’s newer investments – Piramal

Enterprises Ltd. (“Piramal”) and Oberoi Ltd. (“Oberoi”) –

come from India, whose macro issues we touched on

earlier. However, we believe that each of these

companies is uniquely positioned to weather any macro

uncertainties and even thrive as a result of them. In the

case of Piramal, a holding company with investments in

pharmaceuticals, healthcare information technology and

financial services, the company currently possesses an

extraordinarily strong, liquid balance sheet, primarily as

a result of the 2010 sale of its generic pharmaceuticals

business to Abbott Laboratories at an incredible valuation

of about 30 times EBITDA. This pile of liquidity is in the

hands of Chairman Ajay Piramal, whose investment

acumen has enabled the company to build a 25-year

track record of compounding book value per share at an

average annual rate of roughly 20%. This is a good

example of the type of opportunities that may become

increasingly available in a time of increased capital market

turmoil: a company which has a management team with

an exceptional track record of shareholder wealth

creation, the balance sheet liquidity to take advantage

of investment opportunities that arise, and a

counterintuitively attractive valuation, at a significant

discount to net Asset Value nAV.

Similarly for Oberoi, the Indian property developer whose

attractive investment case we outlined in last quarter’s

letter, short-term macroeconomic and capital market

turmoil in India may very well sow the seeds for

significant future value creation over the long term, short-

term volatility notwithstanding. Why? unlike many of its

heavily indebted peers in the Indian property sector,

Oberoi is debt-free and, in fact, has a meaningful cash

position. As a result, Oberoi has the ability to buy land at

low prices in weak environments when others can’t.

Moving on to a fellow “Fragile Five” member, the Fund is

invested in one of the premier private equity groups in

Brazil, GP Investments Ltd. (“GP”). GP has been operating

in the Brazilian private equity space for over twenty years,

and the company boasts a high quality, experienced

management team. Like Piramal and Oberoi, GP has a

strong, relatively liquid balance sheet, and in our opinion

the company is extremely well positioned to take

advantage of any investment opportunities, both private

and publicly listed, that might come out of any significant

disruptions in the global economy. Even in the absence

of new external investments, GP can create value by

continuing to repurchase shares, which are trading at a

substantial discount to nAV.

While some countries are battling particularly acute

problems such as those noted above, other emerging

economies continue to be relatively sound structurally.

Take Colombia, for example, which is enjoying inflation

rates that are near six-decade lows. While countries such

as South Africa and Turkey have recently announced

aggressive measures aimed at halting a plunge in their

currencies, Colombia has continued to buy dollars,

accumulating rather than depleting their foreign reserves

and taking advantage of low inflation to allow the peso to

weaken, to the benefit of its exporters. But while many

emerging markets are in much better shape than those

that are making the headlines today, they nevertheless

tend to get bunched together in times of broader panic,

as skittish investors throw out the baby with the bath
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water. This phenomenon may present opportunities for

the Fund to invest in solid, high-quality businesses that

become available at unusually attractive valuations due in

part to broader market sell-offs, even in those markets

which the economy is much less vulnerable to recent

developments. Developed markets are by no means

insulated from what might currently be perceived by

many as emerging market issues. On the contrary,

although investor capital may be fleeing “risky” emerging

markets for developed markets, such as the u.S., which

are currently perceived to be relative “safe havens,”

developed markets are linked more closely than they ever

have been to emerging economies, with major linkages

in trade flows in addition to capital flows. For many

American, European and Japanese businesses, emerging

markets represent one of their most attractive growth

opportunities, and in many cases they already make up

significant proportions of developed world businesses’

total revenue and profits.

Looking back to our Second Quarter 2011 Shareholder

Letter, we discussed the fact that at the time, the Fund

had been investing increasingly in European companies –

as defined by their country of listing – while Asian

holdings had been declining as a percentage of Fund

assets. We noted that while the Fund’s increasing

proportion of European holdings might have provided

the appearance of a geographically centered “theme,”

it was more correctly the result of a clustering of

opportunistically selected, individual investments linked

by the uncertainty that had overhung their discounted

valuations, in great part simply because of their country

of listing. We noted that, in fact, many of the Fund’s

European investments were clear beneficiaries of

developments in other, more rapidly growing parts of the

world, such as emerging Asia, Latin America, and

elsewhere, due to their expanding customer bases there.

Conversely, today, developed markets may be perceived

as less vulnerable to the recent turmoil affecting many

emerging markets; however, the increased global linkages

in trade and capital flows could prove that perception

erroneous over time, and developed markets could very

well experience flow-on impacts from what are today

perceived as emerging market issues. Indeed, already

some companies based in the developed world are

confronting a slowdown in orders for their products from

emerging markets. In conclusion, we have limited faith in

our ability to forecast macroeconomic developments, but

are sensitive to the circumstances in which our

companies operate and the valuations that they reflect.

The recounting of these various sources of potential risk

is meant less as a forecast than it is to note that the

potential sources of a major “shock” to the system are

rising. While the proneness to missteps and accidents in

the global economy may be rising, our goal is to assess

the potential impacts to our existing holdings, and to take

advantage of unique opportunities that become

available. We believe that the companies in the Fund’s

investment portfolio have what it takes to withstand

pending turmoil and even benefit from it over the long

term, as exemplified by the several holdings that we

discussed earlier. Additionally, economic and capital

market shocks and dislocations have historically been the

source of investment opportunities that the Fund has

historically exploited, and we intend to continue to do so.

As always, we remain on the lookout for attractive

investments wherever they might appear – in the

emerging markets which currently seem the most

vulnerable, in those emerging markets which are stronger

but are nevertheless judged “guilty by association” by

investors/traders, and in developed markets that are

perceived by some to be more insulated at the moment,

but which may suffer related negative impacts. We do not

know the geographic region or industry from which the

next clustering of new investments in the Fund will come.

But we do know that these new investments will

represent a collection of individual opportunities to invest

in what we believe are high-quality, well-financed

businesses or assets that are made available at
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discounted prices for whatever reason, be it company-

specific or macroeconomic in nature.

A WORD ABOUT SUCCESSION

As Lead Portfolio Manager of Third Avenue International

Value Fund, it gives me great pleasure to announce that

Matthew Fine will join me as a Co-Lead Manager,

effective February 28, 2014, and will become sole

manager of the Fund on June 30, 2014, following my

retirement from Third Avenue. Matt was the first

member of my investment team, joining me shortly after

the launch of the Fund, and he has assumed increasing

portfolio management responsibilities since being named

a portfolio manager in 2012. I know that Matt, as my

chosen successor, will continue to serve our fellow

shareholders well and will continue to work with our

team to scour the globe in search of long-term value.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF INVESTMENTS

At the end of January 2014, the geographical distribution

of securities held by the Fund was as follows:

Country                                               %_______                                    ___________

Germany                                          15.15

Japan                                                10.78

France                                                9.23

united States                                    8.53

Singapore                                          6.08

united Kingdom                               5.02

Poland                                                4.33

Bermuda                                            3.38

India                                                   3.24

new Zealand                                     3.03

Canada                                               2.90

Greece                                               2.89

Switzerland                                        2.87

Hong Kong                                         2.86

Austria                                                2.74

Taiwan                                                2.64

South Korea                                      2.39 

Brazil                                                   1.43

Chile                                                   1.10 

Italy                                                     0.83

Belgium                                              0.70                                                       _______

Equities – total                               92.12

Cash & Other                                    7.88                                                       _______

Total                                             100.00%                                                       _______                                                       _______

note that the table above should be viewed as an ex-post

listing of where our investments reside, period. As we

have noted in prior letters, there is no attempt to allocate

the portfolio assets among countries (or sectors) based

upon an overarching macroeconomic view or index-

related considerations.

Thank you for your continued trust and support. We look

forward to writing to you again when we publish our

Quarterly report for the period ended April 30, 2014.

Sincerely,

Third Avenue International Value Fund Team

Amit Wadhwaney, Lead Portfolio Manager

Matthew Fine, Lead Portfolio Manager
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Third Avenue Focused Credit Fund 
(Unaudited)    

Dear Fellow Shareholders,

2013 was a good year for Third Avenue Focused Credit

Fund (the “Fund”) shareholders. The Fund returned

16.8%, versus 6.9% for Morningstar’s High yield Bond

Category1. Third Avenue Focused Credit Fund was the

second best performing high-yield bond fund2 and fourth

amongst all taxable bond funds3. The team’s Lead

Portfolio Manager, Tom Lapointe, was recognized by

Institutional Investor Magazine as one of 2014’s rising

Stars of Mutual Funds.

As we know, past performance is not indicative of future

results. So, let’s focus on the present. Today we have

invested most of our cash4 and we continue to find very

interesting stressed and distressed investment

opportunities. The Fund ended January 2014 with $2.3

billion in assets. Our core investments have yields greater

than 10% or internal rates of returns (“Irrs”) which we

believe will approach or exceed 10%. The debt portion of

our portfolio trades at an average weighted price of 83¢5.

The Fund is predominantly invested in bonds; bank loans

comprise approximately 2% of the portfolio; and pure

equities are less than 5%6, as of January 31, 2014. The vast

majority of our bond securities are performing and currently

paying their coupons. Although many of the holdings have

changed, the Fund remains positioned as it has been for the

past two years. We should do well if the economy does not

falter, if we get some inflation and if default expectations stay

low. If these expectations do not come to fruition, the Fund

may underperform. But, as always, the real risk and

opportunity in the portfolio lie in the 50-70 core holdings

that are deep value and are selected based upon their

fundamentals and expected return profile.

Distribution Yields on High Yield Funds 
Are Likely to Decline

As most of you are aware, Third Avenue Focused Credit

Fund makes distributions to shareholders on a quarterly,

not monthly, basis. Each distribution consists of the actual

income earned during that quarter. Thus, quarterly

distribution payments vary from quarter to quarter and are

not a static rate. Although this practice makes sense to us,

it is not necessarily standard practice among high-yield

funds. We recently reviewed the distribution yields of

many of the funds in Morningstar’s High yield Bond

category. That review seemed to suggest that many of

those funds may be paying out in distributions more than

they are earning at the present time. This should be of

some concern to shareholders of those high-yield funds.

not only does it mean that the distributions that

shareholders of those funds are receiving are not

sustainable and should not be counted on in the future, it

is possible they are getting a return of principal.

In our analysis, we compared the SEC yield versus the

monthly distribution yield. The SEC yield (some newer

funds do not provide it yet) is the real income earning
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Portfolio holdings are subject to change without notice. The following is a list of Third Avenue Focused Credit Fund’s 10 largest
issuers, as of January 31, 2014: Clear Channel Communications, Inc., 4.11%; First Data Corp., 4.03%; Lehman Brothers Inc.,
3.69%; Affinion Group Inc., 3.60%; nII Capital Corp., 3.44%; nuveen Investments, Inc., 3.38%; Vertellus Specialties Inc., 3.24%;
Sprint Capital Corp., 3.12%; Energy Future Holdings Corp./TXu Corp., 2.97%; and Lehman Brothers Holdings, 2.81%.
1 Average one-year return of the 686 funds included in the Morningstar High yield Bond Category, for the period ended

December 31, 2013.
2 Third Avenue Focused Credit Fund ranked #2 among the 686 funds included in the Morningstar High yield Bond Category, for

the one-year period ended December 31, 2013.
3 Third Avenue Focused Credit Fund ranked #4 out of the 4,813 funds included in Morningstar’s Taxable Bond u.S. Category,

for the one-year period ended December 31, 2013.
4 As of January 31, 2014, 7.9% of the Fund’s assets were comprised of cash and cash equivalents.
5 Source: FactSet Portfolio Analytics. “Average Price” is the weighted average price of all debt instruments in the portfolio. It

excludes cash, cash equivalents and equities.
6 Total percentage of equities, including equity received through restructurings and closed end funds that hold debt securities

is approximately 9.70%.



power of the fund. In our July 2013 letter, we defined 10

different types of yield. The SEC yield is calculated monthly

using a standardized method for all funds7. In our opinion,

the SEC yield is the best starting point to compare the

income / return potential of fixed income funds.

As illustrated by the chart below, we have been in a

declining interest rate environment for high-yield bonds

(the back up in treasuries not withstanding).

Source: Bloomberg

While it is obvious that yields in what portfolio managers

can buy have been coming down both in the new issue

market and in the secondary market, distribution yields can

take a while to adjust. While portfolio managers are busy

every day trying to buy the best securities in the market,

he or she is paying up for those bonds (the average dollar

price of the Merrill Lynch u.S. High yield Master II Index is

106) and the yields they are getting are down to 5.5%.

Many of the investments in the portfolio have also climbed

up in price and down in yield. When you subtract fees and

expenses of 75 to 125 basis points, the real yield could be

between 4.25% and 4.75%. Most of the street high-yield

strategists and pontificators are predicting 3% to 6% total

returns for high-yield bonds for 2014, mostly depending

on expectations for u.S. treasury rates.

Certain fund families set a fixed distribution rate based

on the yield of the securities at a set point in time. They

don’t go back and adjust based on new yields as the

bonds go up or down in price.

Most funds are sold on yield or income, so management

teams and portfolio managers are loath to lower the

payout. A portfolio manager can either buy higher

yielding investments or allow a slow reduction of the

distribution until it reaches a level where the fund is

earning enough to support the payout. It can take

anywhere from several months to up to one year to

adjust the payout ratio.

What to look for: Clearly if you own a fund that is paying

out significantly more than its SEC yield, you should dig

further. Anything more than 150 basis points seems like

a good starting point; second, if your fund is paying out

6% or more in this environment; third, if your fund is

paying out a constant monthly income, that should be a

clue that they have not adjusted for the lower rate

environment. Portfolios and yields move around enough

such that the payout should move around. Fourth, if your

fund has started to lower the monthly payout, there is a

good chance they are not done. As you can probably

guess, Third Avenue Focused Credit Fund has a higher

SEC yield than it pays out. The Fund’s SEC yield is more

than 190 basis points higher than our payout. These are

just facts, but in no way should you take comfort in this

or extrapolate that we could raise our payout. In fact,

because of the nature of the distressed securities we

purchase, there tends to be several investments with high

yields that we expect to default and will, therefore, not

generate the income that the SEC yield predicts.
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7 30-Day SEC yield is a standard yield calculation developed by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) that allows for fairer
comparisons of bond funds. It is based on the most recent 30-day period. The yield figure reflects the dividends and interest
earned during the period, after the deduction of the fund’s expenses. This is also referred to as the “standardized yield.”
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PUERTO RICO

Puerto rico municipal bonds are one of the most

interesting distressed situations to arise over the past two

years. not that it is one of the best opportunities to make

money, just that it has several key elements that make it

interesting:

1.    The price is right – you can pick your poison, 6¢ to 8¢

for long dated zero coupons, 60¢ to 70¢ for low

coupon 20-30 year bonds, and 80¢ to 90¢ for two-

year to four- year debt. These bonds do not trade on

yield or spread to anything

2.    There is a ton of these bonds – approximately $70

billion, plus or minus. Making it larger than TXu and,

on a current market value, even larger than Lehman

Bros.

3.    There are multiple layers. There are at least six

different entities that issued debt , ranging from

General Obligation bonds backed by the full faith

and credit of Puerto rico to other bonds secured by

tax receipts and sewage and water assets.

4.    There is universal uncertainty – no one knows how

this process would play out in the event of a default

on a payment.

5.    Bonds are in “Weak Hands” – We never liked this

term, it tends to suggest that there are some

institutions that were born as “dumb money”. In this

case, there is truth to the fact that most everyone

purchased Puerto rico bonds for the higher than

average yields, investment grade ratings and the

triple tax free status, not the underlying value of the

assets or Puerto rico’s credit worthiness.

6.    A new issuance is likely to come – the Puerto rico

Senate approved a bill authorizing the issuance of 

up to $3.5 billion in General Obligation bonds. This

announcement comes a week after the

Commonwealth released estimates for a balanced

budget for 2015.

As Marty Whitman wrote in his Chairman’s Letter, Third

Avenue will not get involved in this debt without a higher

level of understanding combined with a lower price. We

have been following the situation for the last six months

and have not invested. Perhaps this is the time to be

buying, as the ratings were all cut to junk and there seems

to be near panic among some of the holders. We did not

buy Italy and Spain two years ago and missed very good

returns. We also passed on Detroit, Greece and Argentina.

PORTFOLIO UPDATE

Sun Products

We recently initiated a core position in Sun products. Sun

is a recent leveraged buyout by Vestar. They purchased

some brands from unilever and now own “All” fabric

cleaner and other fabric cleaner and softener brands,

including Snuggle, Surf, Wisk and Sun. We purchased the

bonds in the mid to high 80s, after concerns about a new

competitive product being offered by Proctor & Gamble’s

(“P&G”) Tide. The new product will be at a lower price

point and people are concerned it will impact sales of

"All" and other mid-priced products. This is a great

business. It is very stable and concentrated in the hands

of three players. Price wars are never fun, and they could

shift market shares. Sun also has bank debt outstanding

that trades around 95 and has a 4.5% coupon. With the

subordinate bonds trading between 88 and 90, many

hedge funds have jumped on a seemingly easy money

capital structure arbitrage trade. It has become very

popular to go long the bank debt at 95 and short the

bonds (we have likely amassed a position from the shorts)

at 90 using a 2 to 1 ratio. The trade is close to carry

neutral (does not cost money on a running basis) and

should do well in a down side scenario. It also seems to

be a fairly safe trade on the upside if both securities trade

back to par. We are not in that trade, but thank the shorts

for offering us paper that we believe they will need to buy

back at some point. We think the low-priced Tide offering

will not impact Sun and other brands as much as it will
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impact regular-priced Tide and, at the end of the day,

P&G will lose money on this strategy.

Ideal Standard

Ideal Standard is one of four new European stressed and

distressed investments we have made in the past three

to four months. We are seeing some interesting

opportunities in Europe. Some of which might be driven

by banks finally willing to realize losses on their troubled

portfolios. In some cases we are buying directly from

original holder banks and in others we are buying from

holders with fatigue or a lack of willingness to go through

a restructuring process. Although Europe’s financial

system is not fixed, it is certainly better than it was two

years ago. All of our investments in Europe have been

purchased at distressed prices averaging from 50¢ to 60¢.

Ideal Standard is a private company owned by Bain

Capital. They are the European version of American

Standard. They manufacture and distribute bathroom

and kitchen ceramics (toilets and sinks) and fittings

(faucets and valves). Their business spans throughout

Europe, but is mostly concentrated in the u.K., Italy,

Germany and France. As you can imagine, Ideal Standard

has suffered over the past three to five years from the

global financial crisis, the housing collapse and the

prolonged European recession. We purchased the Senior

Secured notes, which trade in around 65¢ to 75¢ and pay

almost a 12% coupon. This company and investment is

not out of the woods yet; however, we like Bain as a

sponsor and believe in the brands and the prospect for a

rebound in the Euro economy and the housing sector in

particular. If the company does not improve and needs

to restructure, we are comfortable owning what we

believe are the fulcrum securities.

American Gilsonite

During the quarter, we also initiated a position in American

Gilsonite secured notes. The company has been in

existence for over 100 years, and operates under the

Oxford’s English Dictionary definition of a monopoly: 1. a.

Exclusive possession of the trade in some article of

merchandise; the condition of having no competitor in the

sale of some commodity, or in the exercise of some trade

or business. The company is the world’s foremost miner of

naturally occurring uintaite (Gilsonite is the trademarked

name). The product is used in drilling fluid by multinational

oilfield services companies. Pricing for its main product

increased by over 20%, annually, since 2007. recently,

volume began dropping faster than price was rising,

putting into question the company’s monopolistic power.

Investors took note and began to sell bonds to us at over

10 points below the 11.5% coupon paper’s peak. Our

bond investment is the only debt in the utah-based

company’s capital structure (save a small undrawn

revolver) and is comfortably the fulcrum security. It is a

good diversifier for our portfolio, because it has very little

correlation with other mined commodities, and it is

correlated with part of the u.S. economy where we are

bullish – oil and gas production. We believe the asset

value from reserves comfortably covers the bonds. Plus,

as the complexity of drilling increases (including very long

horizontal wells), the importance of using top tier product

increases. We believe customers will return when they

realize that the actual cost to using Gilsonite, even at a

very elevated price, is outweighed by the risk of leaking

10 barrels an hour (10,000 barrels of oil a day) from using

inferior products. We expect the investment to return low

teens – at a minimum.

Radio One

radio One is a relatively long-term core holding of the

Fund and, in 2013, we helped the company refinance its

notes. radio One is the largest media companies,

primarily targeting the African-American and urban

audience. The company owns and operates 54 broadcast

radio stations in 16 urban u.S. markets. The company

owns a syndicated programming production business and

an online business, and in conjunction with Comcast,

owns a 51% interest in TV One. The Focused Credit Fund
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initiated a position in the notes about two years ago in

the high 70s / low 80s context. The company’s 12.5%

notes were the result of a needed bond exchange that

the company completed in 2010, as consolidated cash

flows began to hit a trough. As you can see throughout

our portfolio, we are believers in radio assets, and

particularly in radio assets that target specific

communities, as we value listener loyalty and brand

awareness. Also, we believe that urban communities have

traditionally been under-represented in advertisement

dollars, but that this gap is narrowing. As such, we

believed that, once stabilized, the radio businesses would

be solid cash flow generators. Additionally, we saw great

promise to the TV One business, and believed that the

asset would generate material cash flows. The Internet

and programming businesses we viewed as options. We

felt that at the prices we were purchasing the bonds, we

were covered by the radio and TV businesses, and found

future upside in the equity.

As the radio business rebounded and the TV business

grew, we grew more and more comfortable with our

thesis. The position grew in our portfolio and the market

became more comfortable with the company’s

prospects. Management has targeted a refinancing of the

12.5% notes as a top priority, followed by the desire for

an eventual purchase of the rest of TV One. In late 2013,

we received a call that management wanted to meet

about a bond refinancing. We certainly were sad to see

such a high yielding and, we believed, safe investment go

away; but, we wanted to be proactive – as an anchor

investor, we could have a say in how the capital structure

headed. We expressed our thoughts and pledged our

bonds for refinancing and took an anchor position in the

new notes. We believe the company is headed in the

right direction and we wanted to retain our interest.

Furthermore, as one of the top equity holders, we will

benefit from the cut in interest expense, so we see a little

bit out of one pocket and into the other. We do view the

company as unique, including being the only radio

company we know that owns a stake in a casino – radio

One will own a minority interest in the new MGM casino

near Washington DC. Combined with the existing radio

and TV businesses, we believe it is truly a unique

entertainment company.

Thank you, for your continued support and trust. We are

working every day to earn and keep it.

Sincerely,

Third Avenue Focused Credit Fund Team

Thomas Lapointe, Lead Portfolio Manager

Edwin Tai

Joseph Zalewski

nathaniel Kirk
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privacy policy

Third Avenue Funds (the “Funds”) respect your right to privacy. We also know that you expect us to conduct and

process your  business in an accurate and efficient manner. To do so, we must collect and maintain certain personal

information about you. This is the information we collect from you on applications or other forms and from the

transactions you make with us, our affiliates, or third parties. We do not disclose any information about you or any

of our former customers to anyone, except to our affiliates (which may include the Funds’ affiliated money manage-

ment entities) and service providers, or as otherwise permitted by law. To protect your personal information, we

 permit access only by authorized employees. Be assured that we maintain physical, electronic and procedural safe-

guards that comply with  federal standards to guard your personal information.

proxy Voting policies and procedures

The Funds have delegated the voting of proxies relating to their voting securities to the Funds’ investment adviser

pursuant to the adviser’s proxy voting guidelines. A description of these proxy voting guidelines and procedures,

as well as information relating to how a Fund voted proxies relating to portfolio securities during the most recent

12-month period ended June 30, is available by August 31 each year (i) without charge, upon request, by calling

(800) 443-1021, (ii) at the website of the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) at http://www.sec.gov, and

(iii) on the Funds’ website www.thirdavefunds.com.

schedule of portfolio holdings—form n-q

The Funds file their complete schedule of portfolio holdings with the SEC for the first and third quarters of each

fiscal year on Form N-Q. The Funds’ Form N-Q is available on the SEC’s website at http://www.sec.gov, and may be

reviewed and copied at the SEC’s Public Reference Room in Washington, DC. Information on the operation of the

Public Reference Room may be obtained by calling 1-800-SEC-0330.
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third avenue trust
third avenue Value fund
portfolio of investments

at January 31, 2014
(unaudited)

See accompanying notes to the Portfolios of Investments.

  principal                                                                      Value
amount ($) security†                                                  (note 1)

                                                                               Value
    shares security†                                                  (note 1)

Corporate Bonds & notes - 0.11%

Consumer products - 0.11%
  20,270,597     Home Products  International, Inc., 

    2nd Lien, Convertible, 6.000% 
    Payment-In-Kind  Interest, 
    due 3/20/17 (b) (c) (d) (e)          $    2,708,152

total Corporate Bonds & notes
                                (Cost $20,270,597)                                2,708,152

Litigation Claims - 1.15%

securities Brokerage - 1.15%
  63,101,500    Lehman Brothers Holdings, Inc., 

    SIPA Claims (a)                                      28,290,504

total Litigation Claims
                                (Cost $26,502,630)                              28,290,504

   shares

Common stocks & Warrants - 84.64%

asset Management - 6.42%
    3,279,350    Bank of New York Mellon 
                                Corp. (The)                                          104,808,026
    1,392,504    Brookfield Asset Management, 
                                Inc., Class A (Canada)                          52,845,527

                                                                                               157,653,553

automotive - 4.40%
        247,739    Cie Generale des Etablissements 
                                Michelin (France)                                26,168,883
    1,764,800    Toyota Industries Corp. (Japan)             81,961,202

                                                                                               108,130,085

Consumer products - 0.00%#

        526,368    Home Products International, 
                                Inc. (a) (b) (c) (d)                                          26,318

depository institutions - 7.66%
  10,393,450    Chong Hing Bank, Ltd. (Hong Kong)         41,573,417
    1,626,949    Comerica, Inc.                                            74,514,264
    5,644,398    KeyCorp                                                      72,022,518

                                                                                               188,110,199

diversified holding Companies - 12.21%
    4,351,000    Cheung Kong Holdings, Ltd. 
                                (Hong Kong)                                   $   64,541,737
        958,988    Investor AB, Class B (Sweden)                 31,061,644
198,815,880    Lai Sun Garment International, Ltd. 
                                (Hong Kong) (a) (c)                               31,497,918
        491,565    Pargesa Holding S.A. (Switzerland)        39,578,939
        910,266    RHJ International (Belgium) (a)                4,517,876
    1,982,750    RHJ International (Belgium) (a) (d)           9,840,879
  29,148,000    Wheelock & Co., Ltd. (Hong Kong)      118,593,270

                                                                                               299,632,263

financial insurance - 0.03%
                  37    Manifold Capital LLC (a) (b) (c) (d)               812,000

home furnishings - 0.01%
          94,758    Stanley Furniture Co., Inc. (a)                      360,080

insurance & reinsurance - 2.48%
          80,858    Alleghany Corp. (a)                                   30,105,859
        127,500    Olympus Re Holdings, Ltd. 
                                (Bermuda) (a) (b) (d)                                   80,325
          54,421    White Mountains Insurance 
                                Group, Ltd. (Bermuda)                        30,731,539

                                                                                                 60,917,723

Manufactured housing - 5.61%
    1,537,742    Cavco Industries, Inc. (a) (b) (c) (d)      116,427,715
        271,366    Cavco Industries, Inc. (a) (c)                    21,199,128

                                                                                               137,626,843

non-u.s. real estate operating 
Companies - 8.11%

  17,734,000    Hang Lung Group, Ltd. 
                                (Hong Kong)                                          81,115,482
  21,921,322    Henderson Land Development 
                                Co., Ltd. (Hong Kong)                        117,921,381

                                                                                               199,036,863

oil & Gas production
& services - 12.30%

        960,000    Apache Corp.                                              77,049,600
    1,650,606    Devon Energy Corp.                                  97,748,887
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third avenue trust
third avenue Value fund

portfolio of investments (continued)
at January 31, 2014

(unaudited)

See accompanying notes to the Portfolios of Investments.

                                                                               Value
    shares security†                                                  (note 1)

investment                                                                      Value
amount ($) security†                                                  (note 1)

Common stocks & Warrants (continued)

oil & Gas production
& services (continued)

    2,940,824    EnCana Corp. (Canada)                     $   52,846,607
    1,299,649    Total S.A. (France)                                     74,215,576

                                                                                               301,860,670

securities Brokerage - 4.34%
  11,208,700    Daiwa Securities Group, Inc. (Japan)      106,415,181

semiconductor & related - 4.19%
    2,699,323    Intel Corp.                                                  66,241,386
    2,336,868    NVIDIA Corp.                                              36,688,828

                                                                                               102,930,214

software - 1.35%
    1,550,000    Symantec Corp.                                        33,185,500

steel & specialty steel - 4.97%
    1,795,432    POSCO, ADR (South Korea)                   122,071,422

telecommunications - 3.37%
  22,200,000    Vodafone Group PLC 
                                (United Kingdom)                                82,678,404

telecommunications 
equipment - 0.06%

    2,677,629    Sycamore Networks, Inc. (a) (c)                1,499,472

u.s. real estate operating 
Companies - 1.73%

    1,221,894    Tejon Ranch Co. (a) (c)                             41,691,023
        200,255    Tejon Ranch Co., Warrants, 
                                expire 8/31/16 (a) (c)                                811,033

                                                                                                 42,502,056

utilities - 4.37%
    5,956,007    Covanta Holding Corp.                          107,208,126

Water treatment facilities 
and Chemicals - 1.03%

    1,180,000    Kurita Water Industries Ltd. (Japan)           25,327,787

total Common stocks & Warrants 
                                (Cost $1,680,954,846)                   2,077,984,759

Limited partnerships - 0.01%

insurance & reinsurance - 0.01%
    1,805,000    Insurance Partners II Equity 
                                Fund, L.P. (a) (b)                             $     159,062

total Limited partnerships
                                (Cost $32,494)                                            159,062

  principal
amount ($)

short term investments - 3.05%

u.s. Government obligations - 3.05%
  75,000,000    U.S. Treasury Bills, 0.09%‡, 
                                due 7/3/14                                            74,985,900

total short term investments
                                (Cost $74,973,083)                              74,985,900

total investment portfolio - 88.96%
                                (Cost $1,802,733,650)                   2,184,128,377
                           other assets less
                                Liabilities  - 11.04%                           270,919,587

                           net assets - 100.00%                    $2,455,047,964

investor Class:
                           Net assets applicable to 664,850 
                                shares outstanding                        $   36,681,262

                           Net asset value, offering and 
                                redemption price per share                        $55.17

institutional Class:
                           Net assets applicable to 
                                43,799,372 shares outstanding    $2,418,366,702

                           Net asset value, offering and 
                                redemption price per share                        $55.21
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third avenue trust
third avenue Value fund

portfolio of investments (continued)
at January 31, 2014

(unaudited)

See accompanying notes to the Portfolios of Investments.

Notes:
ADR: American Depositary Receipt.
SIPA: Securities Investor Protection Act of 1970.
(a) Non-income producing security.       
(b) Fair-valued security.
(c) Affiliated issuers  - as defined under the Investment Company Act of

1940 (ownership of 5% or more of the outstanding voting securities of
these issuers).

(d) Security subject to restrictions on resale.

Shares/                                                                                                                                Market

Principal                                                                         Acquisition                                   Value

Amount ($)    Issuer                                                              Date                    Cost            Per Unit__________  _______________________         ________       ________  _________

1,537,742   Cavco Industries, Inc.                                    7/19/13           $85,190,907            $75.71

526,368   Home Products International, Inc.            5/30/07            54,667,471                 0.05

$20,270,597    Home Products International, Inc.

   2nd Lien, Convertible,

   6.000% Payment-In-Kind

   Interest, due 3/20/17                      3/16/07-10/1/13    20,270,597               13.36

37   Manifold Capital LLC                           9/24/97-11/10/06   38,341,514       21,945.95

127,500   Olympus Re Holdings, Ltd.                         12/20/01           11,944,342                 0.63

1,982,750    RHJ International                                   3/29/05-3/14/07    50,259,540                 4.96

At January 31, 2014, these restricted securities had a total market value of $129,895,389 or

5.29% of net assets of the Fund.

(e) Payment-In-Kind (“PIK”) security. Income may be paid in additional
securities.

† U.S. unless otherwise noted.
‡ Annualized yield at date of purchase.
# Amount represents less than 0.01% of total net assets.

Country Concentration
                                           % of
                                     Net Assets                                     _________
United States*              40.27%
Hong Kong                     18.54 
Japan                                  8.70 
South Korea                     4.97 
Canada                               4.31 
France                               4.09 
United Kingdom               3.37 
Switzerland                      1.61 
Sweden                             1.27 
Bermuda                           1.25 
Belgium                            0.58                                        _______

Total                                88.96%                                        _______                                        _______

* Includes cash equivalents.
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preferred stocks - 0.31%

u.s. real estate investment 
trust - 0.31%

          76,750    Excel Trust, Inc., 8.125%                      $  1,980,150

total preferred stocks
                                (Cost $1,919,828)                                   1,980,150

Common stocks - 93.75%

asset Management - 1.76%
        266,532    Legg Mason, Inc.                                        11,287,630

Bank & thrifts - 4.56%
          87,371    City National Corp.                                       6,321,292
        142,239    Commerce Bancshares, Inc.                       6,183,129
          67,200    Cullen/Frost Bankers, Inc.                           4,974,144
        127,708    UMB Financial Corp.                                    7,571,807
        427,775    Valley National Bankcorp                            4,145,140

                                                                                                 29,195,512

Banking & financials - 0.40%
          47,075    Cass Information Systems, Inc.                   2,547,699

Chemicals & industrial 
Materials - 10.92%

        383,116    Axiall Corp.                                                  15,286,329
        169,378    Compass Minerals International, Inc.       13,316,498
        176,724    Minerals Technologies, Inc.                        9,133,096
        230,494    Sensient Technologies Corp.                    11,275,766
        184,224    Stepan Co.                                                   11,677,959
        420,036    SunCoke Energy, Inc. (a)                              9,316,398

                                                                                                 70,006,046

Consulting and information 
technology services - 4.76%

        159,392    FTI Consulting, Inc. (a)                                 5,908,661
        335,803    ICF International, Inc. (a)                          11,303,129
        167,539    ManTech International Corp., Class A      4,875,385
          99,765    Syntel, Inc.                                                     8,405,201

                                                                                                 30,492,376

Consumer products - 6.21%
        237,959    Blucora, Inc. (a)                                      $  6,094,130
        190,599    Cal-Maine Foods, Inc.                                  9,602,378
        147,715    CST Brands, Inc.                                            4,716,540
          25,940    J&J Snack Foods Corp.                                2,285,314
        154,675    Susser Holdings Corp. (a)                            9,432,082
        196,158    VCA Antech, Inc. (a)                                     6,265,287
          51,477    Weight Watchers International, Inc.         1,391,423

                                                                                                 39,787,154

diversified holding Companies - 5.53%
          77,873    Ackermans & van Haaren NV 
                                (Belgium)                                                  8,424,295
        449,336    Dundee Corp., Class A (Canada) (a)          7,399,167
    1,980,031    JZ Capital Partners, Ltd. (Guernsey)        14,631,092
        181,882    Leucadia National Corp.                             4,970,835

                                                                                                 35,425,389

electronic Components - 3.14%
        131,126    AVX Corp.                                                       1,694,148
          25,879    Bel Fuse, Inc., Class B                                     496,100
        135,467    Electronics for Imaging, Inc. (a)                 5,739,737
        161,511    Ingram Micro, Inc., Class A (a)                    4,041,005
        385,950    Insight Enterprises, Inc. (a)                         8,143,545

                                                                                                 20,114,535

energy services - 4.45%
        122,679    Era Group, Inc. (a)                                        3,593,268
        199,289    Pioneer Energy Services Corp. (a)             1,670,042
          73,926    SEACOR Holdings, Inc.                                 6,223,091
        275,695    SemGroup Corp., Class A                         17,026,923

                                                                                                 28,513,324

forest products & paper - 1.58%
        326,311    P.H. Glatfelter Co.                                       10,112,378

healthcare - 1.68%
        115,098    Teleflex, Inc.                                                10,777,777

third avenue trust
third avenue small-Cap Value fund

portfolio of investments
at January 31, 2014

(unaudited)

                                                                               Value
    shares security†                                                  (note 1)

                                                                               Value
    shares security†                                                  (note 1)

See accompanying notes to the Portfolios of Investments.
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Common stocks (continued)

industrial Capital equipment 
Manufacturers - 1.58%

          67,864    Electro Scientific Industries, Inc.        $    735,646
        406,867    Rofin-Sinar Technologies, Inc. (a)               9,398,628

                                                                                                 10,134,274

industrial equipment - 6.89%
        129,283    Alamo Group, Inc.                                        6,492,592
        186,971    EnerSys, Inc.                                                12,725,246
        348,217    LSB Industries, Inc. (a)                               11,529,465
        113,338    Oshkosh Corp.                                               6,136,119
        156,309    Tredegar Corp.                                              3,874,900
        200,997    Wacker Neuson SE (Germany)                  3,388,580

                                                                                                 44,146,902

industrial services - 12.56%
        315,557    ABM Industries, Inc.                                    8,412,750
        112,418    Cubic Corp.                                                    5,568,064
        409,561    Darling International, Inc. (a)                     8,011,013
        426,804    EMCOR Group, Inc.                                    18,143,438
          16,213    Multi-Color Corp.                                             583,019
        201,793    Orbital Sciences Corp. (a)                            4,933,839
        407,544    Tetra Tech, Inc. (a)                                      12,026,623
        134,410    UniFirst Corp.                                              14,220,578
        201,119    World Fuel Services Corp.                           8,591,804

                                                                                                 80,491,128

insurance & reinsurance - 5.40%
          22,343    Alleghany Corp. (a)                                       8,318,969
        194,390    Arch Capital Group, Ltd. 
                                (Bermuda) (a)                                        10,460,126
        368,685    HCC Insurance Holdings, Inc.                   15,820,273

                                                                                                 34,599,368

Media - 3.36%
          94,022    Liberty Media Corp., Class A (a)         $ 12,372,355
        104,826    Madison Square Garden, Co. (The), 
                                Class A (a)                                                 6,083,053
        110,502    Starz, Class A (a)                                           3,091,846

                                                                                                 21,547,254

Metals Manufacturing - 4.11%
        138,634    Encore Wire Corp.                                        7,082,811
        129,476    Kaiser Aluminum Corp.                                9,038,720
        235,496    Kennametal, Inc.                                        10,206,397

                                                                                                 26,327,928

Mining - 0.63%
        216,449    Cloud Peak Energy, Inc. (a)                         4,054,090

non-u.s. real estate investment
trust - 0.20%

        230,241    Segro PLC (United Kingdom)                      1,275,899

retail - 1.55%
        126,959    American Eagle Outfitters, Inc.                  1,717,755
        148,475    Ascena Retail Group, Inc. (a)                      2,785,391
        202,553    Big Lots, Inc. (a)                                            5,426,395

                                                                                                    9,929,541

securities trading services - 0.63%
        111,048    Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc.          4,029,932

software and services - 5.73%
        448,776    Allscripts Healthcare Solutions, 
                                Inc. (a)                                                       7,431,731
        296,603    CSG Systems International, Inc.                 8,886,226
        242,707    InterDigital, Inc.                                            6,977,826
        554,455    Progress Software Corp. (a)                      13,401,177

                                                                                                 36,696,960

third avenue trust
third avenue small-Cap Value fund
portfolio of investments (continued)

at January 31, 2014
(unaudited)

                                                                               Value
    shares security†                                                  (note 1)

                                                                               Value
    shares security†                                                  (note 1)

See accompanying notes to the Portfolios of Investments.
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Common stocks (continued)

u.s. real estate investment 
trust - 3.29%

        274,058    American Homes 4 Rent, Class A        $  4,571,287
        263,105    Excel Trust, Inc.                                             3,002,028
        153,459    Post Properties, Inc.                                     7,201,831
        189,619    Tanger Factory Outlet Centers                   6,329,482

                                                                                                 21,104,628

u.s. real estate operating
Companies - 2.83%

        160,127    Alico, Inc.                                                       5,847,838
        238,067    Brookdale Senior Living, Inc. (a)                 6,537,320
          84,239    Vail Resorts, Inc.                                           5,740,888

                                                                                                 18,126,046

total Common stocks 
                                (Cost $436,353,717)                           600,723,770

    units

Limited partnerships - 0.56%

diversified holding Companies - 0.56%
        113,200    AP Alternative Assets, L.P. 
                                (Guernsey) (a) (b)                                    3,606,552

total Limited partnerships
                                (Cost $2,264,000)                                    3,606,552

short term investments - 3.12%

u.s. Government obligations  - 3.12%
  20,000,000    U.S. Treasury Bills, 0.07%‡, 
                                due 3/13/14                                     $ 19,998,556

total short term investments
                                (Cost $19,998,556)                              19,998,556

total investment 
portfolio - 97.74%

                                (Cost $460,536,101)                           626,309,028
                           other assets less
                                Liabilities  - 2.26%                                14,514,113

                           net assets - 100.00%                        $640,823,141

investor Class:
                           Net assets applicable to 454,409 
                                shares outstanding                           $ 11,947,240

                           Net asset value, offering and 
                                redemption price per share                        $26.29

institutional Class:
                           Net assets applicable to 23,886,114 
                                shares outstanding                           $628,875,901

                           Net asset value, offering and 
                                redemption price per share                        $26.33

third avenue trust
third avenue small-Cap Value fund
portfolio of investments (continued)

at January 31, 2014
(unaudited)

                                                                               Value
    shares security†                                                  (note 1)

  principal                                                                      Value
amount ($) security†                                                  (note 1)

See accompanying notes to the Portfolios of Investments.
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Notes:
(a) Non-income producing security.
(b) Security subject to restrictions on resale.

                                                                                                                                      Market

                                                                                Acquisition                                    Value

Units         Issuer                                                              Date                    Cost            Per Unit________    _______________________         ________       ________  _________

113,200       AP Alternative Assets, L.P.                             6/8/06             $2,264,000        $31.86

At January 31, 2014, the restricted security had a total market value of $3,606,552 or 0.56% of

net assets of the Fund.

† U.S. unless otherwise noted.
‡ Annualized yield at date of purchase.

Country Concentration
                                           % of
                                     Net Assets                                     _________
United States*              90.06%
Guernsey                          2.85 
Bermuda                          1.63 
Belgium                            1.31 
Canada                             1.16 
Germany                          0.53 
United Kingdom              0.20                                         _______

Total                                97.74%                                        _______                                        _______

* Includes cash equivalents.

third avenue trust
third avenue small-Cap Value fund
portfolio of investments (continued)

at January 31, 2014
(unaudited)

See accompanying notes to the Portfolios of Investments.
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third avenue trust
third avenue real estate Value fund

portfolio of investments
at January 31, 2014

(unaudited)

See accompanying notes to the Portfolios of Investments.

  principal                                                                      Value
amount (‡) security†                                                  (note 1)

                                                                               Value
    shares security†                                                  (note 1)

Corporate Bonds & notes - 1.25%

non-u.s. real estate operating
Companies - 1.25%

26,000,000EUR   IVG Finance B.V., due 3/29/17 
                                (Netherlands)*                               $   27,846,247

total Corporate Bonds & notes
                                (Cost $22,828,297)                               27,846,247

   shares

Common stocks & Warrants - 75.90%

Banks  - 1.79%
    1,245,000    PNC Financial Services Group, Inc., 
                                Warrants, expires 12/31/18 (a)           24,900,000
        910,528    Wells Fargo & Co., Warrants, 
                                expires 10/28/18 (a)                             15,032,817

                                                                                                 39,932,817

forest products & paper - 5.19%
        525,000    Rayonier, Inc. (c)                                         23,236,500
    3,091,058    Weyerhaeuser Co. (c)                                92,360,813

                                                                                               115,597,313

Lodging & hotels - 3.68%
    6,117,746    Hersha Hospitality Trust (c)                      33,219,361
        450,000    Hyatt Hotels Corp., Class A (a)                 21,505,500
    2,924,816    Millennium & Copthorne Hotels 
                                PLC (United Kingdom)                          27,213,852

                                                                                                 81,938,713

non-u.s. homebuilder - 1.34%
  16,127,367    Taylor Wimpey PLC 
                                (United Kingdom)                                 29,746,191

non-u.s. real estate
Consulting/Management - 1.16%

    2,505,167    Savills PLC (United Kingdom)                   25,739,004

non-u.s. real estate investment 
trusts - 16.12%

  29,880,091    Commonwealth Property Office 
                                Fund (Australia)                             $   32,163,998
        673,655    Derwent London PLC 
                                (United Kingdom)                                  27,574,772
  41,415,719    Dexus Property Group (Australia)            36,063,783
    9,746,440    Federation Centres Ltd. (Australia)         19,362,207
    7,957,812    Hammerson PLC (United Kingdom)          68,745,051
    8,839,052    Segro PLC (United Kingdom)                    48,982,335
        800,000    Wereldhave N.V. (Netherlands)                60,853,732
    7,340,298    Westfield Group (Australia)                      65,523,465

                                                                                               359,269,343

non-u.s. real estate operating
Companies - 21.56%

    1,546,126    Brookfield Asset Management, Inc., 
                                Class A (Canada)                                    58,675,482
    5,727,000    Cheung Kong Holdings, Ltd. 
                                (Hong Kong)                                           84,953,006
    7,486,950    City Developments Ltd. (Singapore)        51,130,875
    8,377,000    Hang Lung Properties Ltd. 
                                (Hong Kong)                                           23,316,202
    9,489,689    Henderson Land Development 
                                Co., Ltd. (Hong Kong)                            51,047,890
  11,373,967    Hysan Development Co., Ltd. 
                                (Hong Kong)                                           44,840,537
    3,500,000    Inmobiliaria Colonial S.A. (Spain) (a)        5,277,497
  21,869,072    Quintain Estates & Development 
                                PLC (United Kingdom) (a)                    35,770,786
  25,210,321    Songbird Estates PLC 
                                (United Kingdom) (a)                            76,669,944
  11,975,500    Wheelock & Co., Ltd. (Hong Kong)          48,724,225

                                                                                               480,406,444

retail-Building products - 3.49%
    1,681,330    Lowe’s Cos., Inc.                                         77,828,766
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third avenue trust
third avenue real estate Value fund
portfolio of investments (continued)

at January 31, 2014
(unaudited)

See accompanying notes to the Portfolios of Investments.

                                                                               Value
    shares security†                                                  (note 1)

  notional                                                                      Value
amount (‡) security†                                                  (note 1)

Common stocks & Warrants (continued)

senior housing - 1.34%
    1,090,295    Brookdale Senior Living, Inc. (a)       $   29,939,501

u.s. real estate investment
trusts - 12.27%

    2,366,750    CommonWealth REIT                                58,174,715
    4,196,831    First Industrial Realty Trust, Inc.              72,017,620
        292,265    First Potomac Realty Trust                          3,816,981
        930,000    Post Properties, Inc.                                   43,644,900
        303,238    Starwood Waypoint Residential 
                                Trust (a)                                                     8,869,711
        839,578    Tanger Factory Outlet Centers                 28,025,114
        641,794    Vornado Realty Trust                                58,935,943

                                                                                               273,484,984

u.s. real estate operating
Companies - 7.96%

        500,500    Consolidated-Tomoka Land Co. (b)         17,592,575
    5,846,798    Forest City Enterprises, Inc., 
                                Class A (a)                                             106,353,256
        941,627    Tejon Ranch Co. (a)                                   32,128,313
        139,089    Tejon Ranch Co., Warrants, 
                                expire 8/31/16 (a)                                      563,310
    3,369,445    Trinity Place Holdings, Inc. (a) (d) (e)        20,799,211

                                                                                               177,436,665

total Common stocks & Warrants
                                (Cost $1,254,896,684)                    1,691,319,741

    units

private equities - 4.53%

u.s. real estate operating 
Companies - 4.53%

  28,847,217    Newhall Holding Co. LLC, 
                                Class A Units (a) (b)                            100,965,259

total private equities
                                (Cost $75,516,192)                             100,965,259

purchased options - 0.20%

foreign Currency put 
options - 0.20% (a)

 42,000,000AUD Australian Currency, strike 
                                0.9315 AUD, expires 2/5/14       $   2,717,307
 53,000,000AUD Australian Currency, strike 
                                0.8853 AUD, expires 3/6/14                  1,021,649
 37,500,000AUD Australian Currency, strike 
                                0.8750 AUD, expires 4/8/14                     727,714

total purchased options
                                (Cost $1,800,001)                                    4,466,670

  principal
amount ($)

short term investments - 6.73%

u.s. Government obligations - 6.73%
150,000,000    U.S. Treasury Bills, 0.01-0.02% #, 
                                due 2/6/14-3/6/14                             149,998,917

total short term investments
                                (Cost $149,998,917)                           149,998,917

total investment 
portfolio - 88.61%

                                (Cost $1,505,040,091)                    1,974,596,834
                           other assets less
                           Liabilities - 11.39% (f)                        253,815,621

                           net assets  - 100.00%                    $2,228,412,455

investor Class:
                           Net assets applicable to 7,824,061 
                                shares outstanding                        $ 220,488,697

                           Net asset value, offering and 
                                redemption price per share                        $28.18

institutional Class:
                           Net assets applicable to 70,915,205 
                                shares outstanding                        $2,007,923,758

                           Net asset value, offering and 
                                redemption price per share                        $28.31
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third avenue trust
third avenue real estate Value fund
portfolio of investments (continued)

at January 31, 2014
(unaudited)

See accompanying notes to the Portfolios of Investments.

Notes:
AUD: Australian Dollar
EUR: Euro.
REIT: Real Estate Investment Trust
(a) Non-income producing security.
(b) Affiliated issuers - as defined under the Investment Company Act of

1940 (ownership of 5% or more of the outstanding voting securities of
these issuers).

(c) Security is a Real Estate Investment Trust.
(d) Fair-valued security.
(e) Security subject to restrictions on resale.

                                                                                                                                      Market

                                                                                Acquisition                                   Value

Shares        Issuer                                                              Date                    Cost            Per Unit________    _______________________         ________       ________  _________

3,369,445      Trinity Place Holdings, Inc.                  10/2/13-11/6/13   $13,477,776        $6.17

At January 31, 2014, the restricted security had a total market value of $20,799,211 or 0.93%

of net assets of the Fund.

(f) Includes restricted cash due to broker as collateral management for
forward foreign currency contracts and options.

* Issuer in default.
† U.S. unless otherwise noted.
‡ Denominated in U.S. Dollars unless otherwise noted.
# Annualized yield at date of purchase.

Country Concentration
                                           % of
                                     Net Assets                                     _________
United States*                45.77%
United Kingdom             15.28 
Hong Kong                      11.35 
Australia                            7.07 
Netherlands                      3.98 
Canada                               2.63 
Singapore                          2.29 
Spain                                  0.24                                         _______

Total                                 88.61%                                        _______                                        _______

* Includes cash equivalents.

schedule of Written options

Notional Amount (‡)                            Security                                             Expiration Date             Strike Price                  Value

42,000,000 AUD                      Australian Currency, Call                                         2/5/14                    0.9510 AUD            $ — 
53,000,000 AUD                      Australian Currency, Call                                         3/6/14                    0.9030 AUD                  (95,660)
37,500,000 AUD                      Australian Currency, Call                                         4/8/14                    0.8945 AUD                (258,742)                                                                                                                                                                                                    _________

                           (Premiums received $1,799,989)                                                                                            $ (354,402)                                                                                                                                                                                                    _________                                                                                                                                                                                                    _________
AUD: Australian Dollar
‡ Denominated in U.S. Dollars unless otherwise noted.

schedule of forward foreign Currency Contracts

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           unrealized
Contracts to sell                       Counterparty                   settlement date         settlement Value        Value at 1/31/14            appreciation

66,000,000 EUR                    Goldman, Sachs & Co.                  3/20/14                     $90,233,483                $89,015,416                  $1,218,067
EUR: Euro.
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Common stocks and Warrants - 92.12%

advertising - 1.72%
        874,800    Asatsu-DK, Inc. (Japan)                      $  20,437,972

automotive - 5.83%
        396,816    Daimler AG (Germany)                              33,251,302
        173,261    D’ieteren S.A./N.V. (Belgium)                      8,307,274
        356,447    LEONI AG (Germany)                                 27,681,190

                                                                                                 69,239,766

Building & Construction 
products/services - 3.93%

  10,405,851    Tenon, Ltd. (New Zealand) (a) (b)            12,368,786
    1,279,777    Titan Cement Co. S.A. (Greece) (a)         34,348,320

                                                                                                 46,717,106

Capital Goods - 2.96%
        748,888    Nexans S.A. (France)                                  35,164,253

diversified holding 
Companies - 10.11%

    8,734,788    GP Investments, Ltd., BDR 
                                (Brazil) (a) (b)                                         17,011,708
    1,485,233    Leucadia National Corp.                           40,591,418
        535,215    LG Corp. (South Korea)                             28,463,178
        424,236    Pargesa Holding S.A. (Switzerland)          34,157,865

                                                                                               120,224,169

diversified operations - 2.86%
    2,745,200    Hutchison Whampoa, Ltd. 
                                (Hong Kong)                                           33,996,378

forest products & paper - 6.45%
  67,993,649    Rubicon, Ltd. (New Zealand) (a) (b)        23,641,168
    1,776,243    Weyerhaeuser Co. (c)                               53,074,141

                                                                                                 76,715,309

health Care - 1.67%
    2,242,523    Piramal Enterprises Ltd. (India)                19,889,395

household appliances - 0.83%
        599,260    De’Longhi S.p.A. (Italy)                                9,860,371

insurance - 10.61%
        257,238    Allianz SE (Germany)                          $  42,951,061
        208,078    Munich Re (Germany)                               42,979,494
          71,107    White Mountains Insurance 
                                Group, Ltd. (Bermuda)                         40,154,123

                                                                                               126,084,678

investment technology 
services - 1.57%

        156,106    Otsuka Corp. (Japan)                                 18,655,714

Media - 2.72%
    1,203,698    Vivendi S.A. (France)                                  32,371,351

Metals & Mining - 2.75%
        937,801    Antofagasta PLC (Chile)                            13,111,732
    2,578,946    Kinross Gold Corp. (Canada)                    11,832,470
          20,657    Kinross Gold Corp. Warrants, 
                                expires 9/17/14 (Canada) (a)                            556
        358,781    Newmont Mining Corp.                               7,749,670

                                                                                                 32,694,428

oil & Gas production & 
services - 1.91%

    2,531,528    Precision Drilling Corp. (Canada)             22,661,579

other financial - 2.64%
  56,537,892    Yuanta Financial Holding Co., Ltd. 
                                (Taiwan)                                                  31,391,827

pharmaceuticals - 3.55%
        429,104    Sanofi (France)                                           42,132,000

real estate - 16.37%
    5,797,423    Atrium European Real Estate, Ltd. 
                                (Austria)                                                 32,574,097
    1,178,000    Mitsui Fudosan Co., Ltd. (Japan)             37,921,523
    5,713,425    Oberoi Realty Ltd. (India)                          18,584,247
    6,001,376    SEGRO PLC (United Kingdom) (c)            33,257,120
  26,437,649    Straits Trading Co. Ltd. 
                                (Singapore) (b)                                       72,267,394

                                                                                               194,604,381

third avenue trust
third avenue international Value fund

portfolio of investments 
at January 31, 2014

(unaudited)

                                                                               Value
    shares security†                                                  (note 1)

                                                                               Value
    shares security†                                                  (note 1)

See accompanying notes to the Portfolios of Investments.
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Common stocks and Warrants (continued)

securities Brokerage - 4.30%
    5,388,600    Daiwa Securities Group, Inc. 
                                (Japan)                                            $  51,159,264

telecommunications - 9.34%
  33,297,746    Netia S.A. (Poland) (a) (b)                        51,446,708
    4,171,618    Telefonica Deutschland Holding 
                                AG (Germany)                                        33,273,921
    7,074,584    Vodafone Group PLC 
                                (United Kingdom)                                  26,347,537

                                                                                               111,068,166

total Common stocks and Warrants
                                (Cost $994,967,729)                        1,095,068,107

purchased options - 0.30%

foreign Currency 
put options - 0.30% (a)

  55,410,639EUR European Currency, strike 
                                1.3065 Euro, expires 6/17/14      $ 575,905
 73,880,597EUR  European Currency, strike 
                                1.3065 Euro, expires 6/17/14                   771,801
 73,880,597EUR  European Currency, strike 
                                1.3065 Euro, expires 6/17/14                   775,384
 73,880,597EUR  European Currency, strike 
                                1.3065 Euro, expires 6/17/14                   725,197
  85,421,000    Japan Currency, strike 107.94 Yen, 
                                expires 6/17/14                                           498,491
  42,287,000    Japan Currency, strike 107.94 Yen, 
                                expires 6/17/14                                           245,493

total purchased options
                               (Cost $4,261,629)                                    3,592,271

total investment 
portfolio - 92.42%

                                (Cost $999,229,358)                        1,098,660,378
                           other assets less
                           Liabilities - 7.58% (d)                           90,043,771

                           net assets - 100.00%                      $1,188,704,149

investor Class:
                           Net assets applicable to 1,853,923 
                                shares outstanding                        $  35,951,665

                           Net asset value, offering and 
                                redemption price per share                        $19.39

institutional Class:
                           Net assets applicable to 59,407,742 
                                shares outstanding                        $1,152,752,484

                           Net asset value, offering and 
                                redemption price per share                        $19.40

third avenue trust
third avenue international Value fund

portfolio of investments (continued)
at January 31, 2014

(unaudited)

                                                                               Value
    shares security†                                                  (note 1)

  notional                                                                      Value
amount ($) security†                                                  (note 1)

See accompanying notes to the Portfolios of Investments.
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Notes:
BDR: Brazilian Depositary Receipt.
EUR: Euro.
(a) Non-income producing security.
(b) Affiliated issuers - as defined under the Investment Company Act of

1940 (ownership of 5% or more of the outstanding voting securities of
these issuers).

(c) Security is a Real Estate Investment Trust.
(d) Includes restricted cash pledged to broker as collateral management

for foreign currency options.
† U.S. unless otherwise noted.

Country Concentration
                                           % of
                                     Net Assets                                     _________
Germany                         15.15%
Japan                               10.78
France                                9.23
United States                    8.53
Singapore                          6.08
United Kingdom               5.02
Poland                                4.33
Bermuda                            3.38
India                                   3.24
New Zealand                     3.03
Canada                               2.90
Greece                               2.89
Switzerland                       2.87
Hong Kong                        2.86
Austria                               2.74
Taiwan                                2.64
South Korea                      2.39
Brazil                                  1.43
Chile                                   1.10
Italy                                    0.83
Belgium                             0.70                                        _______

Total                                 92.12%                                        _______                                        _______

third avenue trust
third avenue international Value fund

portfolio of investments (continued)
at January 31, 2014

(unaudited)

See accompanying notes to the Portfolios of Investments.
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third avenue trust
third avenue focused Credit fund

portfolio of investments 
at January 31, 2014

(unaudited)

See accompanying notes to the Portfolios of Investments.

  principal                                                                      Value
amount (‡) security†                                                  (note 1)

  principal                                                                      Value
amount (‡) security†                                                  (note 1)

Corporate Bonds & notes - 75.24%

Chemicals - 7.29%
  17,875,000    Cornerstone Chemical Co.,  
                                9.375%, due 3/15/18 (a)              $  19,036,875
  60,000,000    Momentive Performance 
                                Materials, Inc., 9.000%, 
                                due 1/15/21                                           54,750,000
  32,000,000    Reichhold Industries, Inc., 9.000%, 
                                Cash or 11.000% Payment-In-
                                Kind Interest, due 5/18/17 (a) (g)         19,680,000
  75,000,000    Vertellus Specialties, Inc., 9.375%, 
                                due 10/1/15 (a)                                     75,000,000

                                                                                               168,466,875

Consumer products - 5.64%
  17,000,000    Armored Autogroup, Inc., 9.250%, 
                                due 11/1/18                                          16,511,250
                           Ideal Standard International S.A. 
                                (Luxembourg):
       200,000EUR      11.750%, due 5/1/18                                 196,911
 53,285,000EUR      11.750%, due 5/1/18 (a)                      52,462,135
  70,000,000    Sun Products Corp. (The), 7.750%, 
                                due 3/15/21 (a)                                     61,075,000

                                                                                               130,245,296

energy - 4.05%
    6,000,000    Connacher Oil and Gas Ltd., 
                                8.500%, due 8/1/19 (Canada) (a)         4,335,000
    6,000,000    Endeavour International Corp., 
                                12.000%, due 3/1/18                             6,225,000
  10,000,000    Gastar Exploration USA, Inc., 
                                8.625%, due 5/15/18 (a)                      10,050,000
    8,018,982    GMX Resources, Inc., due 12/1/17*         7,217,084
                           Halcon Resources Corp.: 
    6,000,000         9.750%, due 7/15/20                              6,255,000
    6,000,000         9.750%, due 7/15/20 (a)                        6,247,500
  24,000,000         9.250%, due 2/15/22 (a)                      24,300,000
    5,000,000    ION Geophysical Corp., 8.125%, 
                                due 5/15/18 (a)                                       4,400,000

energy (continued)
                           Platinum Energy Solutions, Inc.: 
    2,090,633         1st Lien, 11.000%, 
                                due 10/1/18 (a)(b)(c)               $   2,090,633
    3,151,680         2nd Lien, 12.000%, Cash or 
                                14.000% Payment-In-Kind 
                                Interest, due 10/1/20 (a) (b) (g)         3,151,680
   30,000,000CAD Southern Pacific Resource Corp., 
                                8.750%, due 1/25/18 
                                (Canada) (a)                                            19,393,939

                                                                                                 93,665,836

financials - 8.39%
  10,000,000    Bank of New York Mellon Corp. 
                                (The), 4.500%, due 6/20/23 (c) (h)         9,050,000
  24,286,267EUR Boats Investments Netherlands B.V., 
                                11.000% Payment-In-Kind Interest, 
                                due 3/31/17 (Netherlands) (g)            16,295,661
  18,100,000EUR IVG Finance B.V., due 3/29/17 
                                (Netherlands)*                                      19,385,272
                           Lehman Brothers Holdings, Inc.*:
  31,000,000         due 9/26/08                                             6,742,500
  17,185,861         due 10/14/08                                           3,737,925
  10,000,000         due 10/22/08                                           2,175,000
  25,000,000         due 11/24/08                                           5,437,500
  12,205,000         due 12/23/08                                           2,654,588
  97,000,000         due 3/23/09                                          21,097,500
    6,771,301         due 4/3/09                                               1,472,758
  30,000,000         due 1/14/11                                             6,600,000
  10,000,000         due 1/24/13                                             2,225,000
  50,000,000         due 9/26/14                                           11,250,000
    7,113,000         due 2/9/17                                               1,493,730
  15,000,000 EUR Lehman Brothers Treasury Co. B.V., 
                                due 6/25/10 (Netherlands)*                 6,220,918
  75,250,000    Nuveen Investments, Inc., 9.500%, 
                                due 10/15/20 (a)                                   78,071,875

                                                                                               193,910,227
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third avenue trust
third avenue focused Credit fund

portfolio of investments (continued)
at January 31, 2014

(unaudited)

See accompanying notes to the Portfolios of Investments.

  principal                                                                      Value
amount (‡) security†                                                  (note 1)

  principal                                                                      Value
amount (‡) security†                                                  (note 1)

Corporate Bonds & notes (continued)

food & Beverage - 1.39%
  31,000,000    American Seafoods Group LLC/
                                American Seafoods Finance, Inc., 
                                10.750%, due 5/15/16 (a)            $  32,162,500

Gaming & entertainment - 2.95%
                           Caesars Entertainment Operating 
                                Co., Inc.:
  28,603,000         12.750%, due 4/15/18                         17,233,308
  72,000,000         10.000%, due 12/15/18                      36,540,000
  14,638,365    Majestic Star Casino, LLC, 12.500% 
                                Cash or 14.500% Payment-In-Kind 
                                Interest, due 12/1/16 (a) (g)               14,345,598

                                                                                                 68,118,906

healthcare - 3.56%
  45,000,000    InVentiv Health, Inc., 11.000%, 
                                due 8/15/18 (a)                                    40,950,000
                           Radiation Therapy Services, Inc.:
  14,000,000         8.875%, due 1/15/17                           14,560,000
  28,000,000         9.875%, due 4/15/17                           26,810,000

                                                                                                 82,320,000

home Construction - 2.39%
                           New Enterprise Stone & Lime 
                                Co., Inc.:
  26,020,165         5.000% Cash and 8.000% 
                                Payment-In-Kind Interest, 
                                due 3/15/18 (g)                                     30,053,291
  30,381,000         11.000%, due 9/1/18                           25,254,206

                                                                                                 55,307,497

Media/Cable - 9.31%
  41,000,000    Cengage Learning Acquisitions, Inc., 
                                due 4/15/20 (a)*                                   38,745,000
101,694,508    Clear Channel Communications, 
                                Inc., 12.000% Cash or 2.000% 
                                Payment-In-Kind Interest, 
                                due 2/1/21 (a) (g)                                 95,084,365

Media/Cable (continued)
  25,000,000    LBI Media, Inc., 10.000%, 
                                due 4/15/19 (a)                             $  25,812,500
                           Radio One, Inc.:
    9,000,690         12.500%, due 5/24/16 (f)                      9,097,897
  19,675,000         9.250%, due 2/15/20 (a) (f)                 20,166,875
  24,000,000    Spanish Broadcasting System, Inc., 
                                12.500%, due 4/15/17 (a) (f)              26,280,000

                                                                                               215,186,637

Metals & Mining - 5.95%
    6,000,000    AK Steel Corp., 7.625%, 
                                due 5/15/20                                             5,955,000
 55,400,000CAD Allied Nevada Gold Corp., 
                                8.750%, due 6/1/19 (a)                        36,560,269
  16,000,000    American Gilsonite Co., 11.500%, 
                                due 9/1/17 (a)                                       15,440,000
    6,500,000    Arch Coal, Inc., 7.250%, 
                                due 6/15/21                                             4,956,250
    7,700,000    Euramax International, Inc., 
                                9.500%, due 4/1/16                                7,796,250
    1,250,000    HudBay Minerals, Inc., 9.500%, 
                                due 10/1/20 (Canada)                            1,318,750
                           New World Resources N.V. 
                                (Netherlands):
     1,000,000 EUR     7.875%, due 5/1/18                                   782,251
     5,500,000 EUR     7.875%, due 5/1/18 (a)                          4,302,380
  45,000,000    Noranda Aluminum Acquisition Corp., 
                                11.000%, due 6/1/19 (a)                      39,825,000
    4,000,000    USEC, Inc., 3.000%, due 10/1/14               1,557,500
  25,500,000    Walter Energy, Inc., 8.500%, 
                                due 4/15/21                                           18,997,500

                                                                                               137,491,150

retail - 0.88%
  30,000,000    J.C. Penney Corp., Inc., 6.375%, 
                                due 10/15/36                                         20,325,000
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  principal                                                                      Value
amount ($) security†                                                  (note 1)

  principal                                                                      Value
amount ($) security†                                                  (note 1)

Corporate Bonds & notes (continued)

services - 6.33%
  13,313,000    Affinion Group, Inc., 7.875%, 
                                due 12/15/18                                $  11,881,853
  53,277,000    Affinion Group Holdings, Inc., 
                                13.750% Cash or 14.500% 
                                Payment-In-Kind Interest, 
                                due 9/15/18 (a) (g)                               44,486,295
  25,552,020    Affinion Investment LLC, 13.500%, 
                                due 8/15/18 (a)                                     25,232,620
                           Altegrity, Inc.:
  14,000,000         10.500%, due 11/1/15 (a)                   12,285,000
  59,000,000         12.000%, due 11/1/15 (a)                   52,362,500

                                                                                               146,248,268

technology - 4.78%
    5,500,000    Advanced Micro Devices, Inc., 
                                7.500%, due 8/15/22                             5,335,000
    5,000,000    Avaya, Inc., 10.500%, 
                                due 3/1//21 (a)                                        4,650,000
                           First Data Corp.:
  21,000,000         12.625%, due 1/15/21                         24,570,000
  43,000,000         11.750%, due 8/15/21 (a)                   44,397,500
  26,000,000    First Data Holdings, Inc., 14.500% 
                                Payment-In-Kind Interest, 
                                due 8/15/21 (a)(g)                                24,180,000
  28,118,000    THQ, Inc., due 8/15/14*                             7,310,680

                                                                                               110,443,180

telecommunications - 7.47%
                           NII Capital Corp.:
  40,000,000         10.000%, due 8/15/16                         25,200,000
104,000,000         7.625%, due 4/1/21                             44,720,000
                           Nortel Networks Ltd. (Canada)*:
    5,000,000         due 4/15/12                                             4,981,250
  21,667,000         due 7/15/16                                           25,729,563
  75,000,000    Sprint Capital Corp., 6.875%, 
                                due 11/15/28                                         72,000,000

                                                                                               172,630,813

transportation services - 0.76%
  28,500,000    Western Express, Inc., 12.500%, 
                                due 4/15/15 (a)                             $  17,670,000

utilities - 4.10%
  14,689,212    Coso Geothermal Power Holdings 
                                LLC, 7.000%, due 7/15/26 (a)                9,107,312
                           Edison Mission Energy*:
    7,500,000         due 5/15/19                                             5,850,000
  12,900,000         due 5/15/27                                           10,062,000
    4,000,000    Energy Future Holdings Corp., 
                                6.550%, due 11/15/34                           1,140,000
100,065,046    Energy Future Intermediate 
                                Holdings Co. LLC, 11.250% Cash 
                                or 12.250% Payment-In-Kind 
                                Interest, due 12/1/18 (a) (g)               68,544,557

                                                                                                 94,703,869

total Corporate Bonds & notes
                                (Cost $1,671,688,742)                    1,738,896,054

term Loans - 3.37%

aerospace - 0.00%#
                           Aveos Fleet Performance, Inc. 
                                (Cayman Islands)*: 
    1,796,533         Term Loan BA1, due 6/29/14                             —
    2,151,144         Term Loan BA2, due 6/29/14                              —

                                                                                                                 —

financials - 0.16%
    2,750,400EUR  IVG Finance B.V., DIP Loan, 
                               0.155% (Netherlands) (b)                        3,709,488

Gaming & entertainment - 0.44%
  10,000,000    Golden Nugget Biloxi, Inc., 
                                Term Loan, 10.000%, 
                                due 11/29/16 (c)                                   10,225,000

healthcare - 0.84%
  20,338,093    Rural/Metro Corp., Term Loan, 
                                5.750%, due 6/30/18 (c)                      19,333,900
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  principal                                                                      Value
amount ($) security†                                                  (note 1)

                                                                               Value
    shares security†                                                  (note 1)

term Loans (continued)

Metals & Mining - 0.07%
    2,000,000    Preferred Proppants LLC , 
                                Term Loan, 11.750%, 
                                due 12/15/16 (c)                           $   1,583,334

utilities - 1.86%
                           Longview Power LLC, Term Loan*:
  53,047,387         due 3/1/14                                            27,319,404
  24,429,232         due 10/31/17                                        12,764,273
    2,948,011         DIP Loan, 9.00% (b)                                 2,948,011

                                                                                                 43,031,688

total term Loans
                                (Cost $96,469,573)                               77,883,410

Litigation Claims - 3.69%

financials - 3.69%
190,000,000    Lehman Brothers, Inc., 
                                SIPA Claims (d)                                       85,183,327

total Litigation Claims
                                (Cost $85,107,500)                               85,183,327

Municipal Bonds - 0.09%

Gaming & entertainment - 0.09%
    5,200,000    New York City, NY, Industrial 
                                Development Agency Civic 
                                Facility Revenue, Bronx Parking 
                                Development Co. LLC OID, 
                                due 10/1/37*                                           2,028,000

total Municipal Bonds
                                (Cost $3,058,314)                                    2,028,000

   shares

Convertible preferred stocks - 0.71%

transportation - 0.71%
            4,435    CEVA Holdings LLC, Series A-1 (d) (e)          5,954,283
          10,196    CEVA Holdings LLC, Series A-2 (d) (e)        10,450,562

total Convertible preferred stocks
                                (Cost $17,733,658)                               16,404,845

preferred stocks - 1.77%

energy - 0.03%
    1,122,431    Lone Pine Resources, Inc. (b) (d) (e)  $ 748,288

financials - 1.74%
        245,972    Bank of Ireland, 12.625% 
                                (Ireland) (d)                                              6,368,560
        500,000    Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp., 
                                Series Z, 8.375% (c) (d)                           5,010,000
          96,750    Federal National Mortgage 
                                Association, Series H, 5.810% (d)         1,639,913
        208,000    Federal National Mortgage 
                                Association, Series M, 4.750% (d)        3,598,400
        617,000    Federal National Mortgage 
                                Association, Series 0, 7.000% (c) (d)     10,489,000
        500,000    Federal National Mortgage 
                                Association, Series S, 8.250% (c) (d)       4,775,000
        750,000    Federal National Mortgage 
                                Association, Series T, 8.250% (d)          8,250,000

                                                                                                 40,130,873

total preferred stocks
                                (Cost $13,171,140)                               40,879,161

private equities - 0.02%

financials - 0.02%
    4,568,957    Cerberus CG Investor I LLC (d)                       228,448
    4,568,918    Cerberus CG Investor II LLC (d)                      228,446
    2,284,632    Cerberus CG Investor III LLC (d)                    114,231

                                                                                                       571,125

utilities - 0.00%#
          14,956    BosPower Partners, LLC (d)                                3,739

total private equities
                                (Cost $582,421)                                          574,864

Common stocks & Warrants - 4.12%

Chemicals - 0.01%
        478,500    Phosphate Holdings, Inc. (d) (f)                     251,212
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                                                                               Value
    shares security†                                                  (note 1)

                                                                               Value
    shares security†                                                  (note 1)

Common stocks & Warrants (continued)

energy - 0.80%
        100,000    Chesapeake Energy Corp.                 $   2,691,000
        123,184    Geokinetics Holdings USA, 
                                Inc. (d) (e)                                               12,626,360
        374,199    Lone Pine Resources, Inc. (b) (d) (e)             457,500
        374,199    Lone Pine Resources, Inc., 
                                Class A (b) (d) (e)                                        457,500
    1,122,431    Lone Pine Resources, Inc., Multiple 
                                Voting Shares (b) (d) (e)                             748,288
          52,464    Platinum Energy Solutions, 
                                Inc. (b) (d) (e)                                           1,468,992
          10,874    Platinum Energy Solutions, Inc., 
                                Warrants (b) (d) (e)                                               —

                                                                                                 18,449,640

financials - 0.64%
    3,725,000    Federal Home Loan Mortgage 
                                Corp. (d)                                                  11,249,500
    1,407,040    WMI Holdings Corp. (d)                              3,587,952

                                                                                                 14,837,452

food & Beverage - 0.11%
        244,155    Chiquita Brands International, 
                                Inc. (d)                                                       2,583,160

Media/Cable - 0.55%
    1,980,578    Radio One, Inc., Class D (d) (f)                 10,893,179
        428,290    Spanish Broadcasting System, Inc., 
                                Class A (d) (f)                                            1,790,252

                                                                                                 12,683,431

Metals & Mining - 0.85%
        711,375    AK Steel Holding Corp. (d)                          5,029,421
    1,961,723    Allied Nevada Gold Corp. (d)                      9,632,060
    1,500,000    Noranda Aluminum Holding Corp.            4,890,000

                                                                                                 19,551,481

services - 0.30%
    1,234,605    Affinion Group, Inc., Warrants, 
                                Series A (d) (e)                               $   1,382,757
    6,422,764    Affinion Group, Inc., Warrants, 
                                Series B (d) (e)                                             128,455
        225,000    Kelly Services, Inc., Class A                         5,395,500

                                                                                                    6,906,712

telecommunications - 0.41%
    3,180,331    NII Holdings, Inc. (d)                                    9,572,796

transportation - 0.21%
            4,710    CEVA Holdings LLC (d) (e)                            4,945,406

utilities - 0.24%
  77,476,619    Longview Power LLC, Equity 
                                Allocation Stub (b) (d) (e)                       5,500,840

total Common stocks & Warrants
                                (Cost $65,853,634)                               95,282,130

Closed-end funds - 3.08%

financials - 3.08%
        324,850    Ares Dynamic Credit Allocation 
                                Fund, Inc.                                                  5,960,997
          82,868    Babson Capital Global Short 
                                Duration High Yield Fund                       1,936,625
        332,703    BlackRock Corporate High Yield 
                                Fund VI, Inc.                                             3,992,436
    1,018,930    BlackRock Credit Allocation Income 
                                Trust                                                        13,174,765
        393,556    DWS High Income Opportunities 
                                Fund, Inc.                                                  5,584,560
                205    Eaton Vance Floating-Rate Income 
                                Plus Fund                                                          3,712
        590,839    First Trust High Income Long/Short 
                                Fund                                                        10,363,316
        181,270    First Trust Strategic High Income 
                                Fund II                                                       2,816,936
        524,984    MFS Intermediate High Income Fund          1,480,455
        358,026    Neuberger Berman High Yield 
                                Strategies Fund, Inc.                               4,790,388
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                                                                               Value
    shares security†                                                  (note 1)

Closed-end funds (continued)

financials (continued)
        415,456    New America High Income Fund, 
                                Inc. (The)                                         $   3,980,068
        179,209    PIMCO Dynamic Credit Income 
                                Fund                                                          3,999,945
        126,426    Prudential Global Short Duration 
                                High Yield Fund, Inc.                               2,211,191
        239,362    Wells Fargo Advantage Income 
                                Opportunities Fund                                 2,192,556
        179,449    Western Asset High Income 
                                Opportunity Fund, Inc.                           1,064,133
        218,075    Western Asset High Yield Defined 
                                Opportunity Fund, Inc.                           3,846,843
        669,372    Western Asset Managed High 
                                Income Fund, Inc.                                    3,822,114

total Closed-end funds
                                (Cost $70,561,744)                               71,221,040

total investment 
portfolio - 92.09%

                                (Cost $2,024,226,726)                    2,128,352,831
                           other assets less
                           Liabilities - 7.91% (i) (j)                     182,932,523

                           net assets - 100.00%                      $2,311,285,354

investor Class:
                           Net assets applicable to 93,759,018 
                                shares outstanding                        $1,074,355,509

                           Net asset value, offering and 
                                redemption price per share                        $11.46

institutional Class:
                           Net assets applicable to 108,055,948 
                                shares outstanding                        $1,236,929,845

                           Net asset value, offering and 
                                redemption price per share                        $11.45

Notes:
CAD: Canadian Dollar.
DIP: Debtor-In-Possession.
EUR: Euro.
OID: Original Issue Discount.
SIPA: Securities Investor Protection Act of 1970.
(a) Security is exempt from registration under Rule 144A of the Securities

Act of 1933. This security may be resold in transactions that are
exempt from registration, normally to qualified institutional buyers.

(b) Fair-valued security.
(c) Variable rate security. The rate disclosed is in effect as of January 31,

2014.
(d) Non-income producing security.
(e) Security subject to restrictions on resale.

                                                                                                                                      Market

                                                                                Acquisition                                    Value

Shares        Issuer                                                              Date                    Cost            Per Unit________    _______________________         ________       ________  _________

1,234,605      Affinion Group, Inc., 

              Warrants, Series A                         12/13/13-12/18/13         $—                $1.12

6,422,764      Affinion Group, Inc., 

              Warrants, Series B                         12/13/13-12/18/13          —                  0.02

4,710          CEVA Holdings LLC                                        5/29/13             5,355,643       1,049.98

4,435          CEVA Holdings LLC, Series A-1, 

              Convertible Pfd.                                        5/29/13             4,435,224       1,342.57

10,196         CEVA Holdings LLC, Series A-2, 

              Convertible Pfd.                                        5/29/13            13,298,434      1,024.97

123,184       Geokinetics Holdings USA, Inc.        5/22/2013-12/5/13 12,933,080        102.50

374,199       Lone Pine Resources, Inc.                            1/31/14               457,500             1.22

374,199       Lone Pine Resources, Inc., Class A             1/31/14               457,500             1.22

1,122,431      Lone Pine Resources, Inc., 

              Multiple Voting Shares                            1/31/14               748,288             0.67

1,122,431      Lone Pine Resources, Inc. Pfd.                   1/31/14               748,288             0.67

77,476,619    Longview Power LLC, Equity 

              Allocation Stub                                         11/22/13                   —                  0.07

52,464         Platinum Energy Solutions, Inc.                 10/4/13             1,560,013          28.00

10,874         Platinum Energy Solutions, Inc., 

              Warrants                                                     10/4/13                 9,473                 —

At January 31, 2014, these restricted securities had a total market value of $44,869,231 or 1.94%

of net assets of the Fund.

(f) Affiliated issuers  - as defined under the Investment Company Act of
1940 (ownership of 5% or more of the outstanding voting securities of
these issuers).

(g) Payment-In-Kind (“PIK”) security. Income may be paid in additional
securities or cash at the discretion of the issuer.
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(h) Security is perpetual and, thus does not have a predetermined matu-
rity date. The coupon rate for this security is fixed for a period of time
and may be structured to adjust thereafter. The date shown, reflect
the next call date. The coupon rate shown is the rate in effect as of
January 31, 2014.

(i) Includes restricted cash pledged to broker as collateral management
for forward foreign currency contracts.

(j) A portion is segregated for future fund commitment.
* Issuer in default.                                  
† U.S. unless otherwise noted.
‡ Denominated in U.S. Dollars unless otherwise noted.
# Amount represents less than 0.01% of total net assets.

Country Concentration
                                           % of
                                     Net Assets                                     _________
United States                 84.93%
Canada                               2.41 
Luxembourg                      2.28 
Netherlands                      2.19 
Ireland                               0.28 
Cayman Islands#              0.00                                         _______

Total                                 92.09%                                        _______                                        _______

# Amount represents less than 0.01% of total net assets.

schedule of forward foreign Currency Contracts
Unrealized

Appreciation
Contracts to Buy Counterparty Settlement Date Settlement Value Value at 1/31/14 (Depreciation)_____________ ___________________ ____________ _____________ _____________ ___________

2,929,054 EUR JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. 03/06/14 $ 4,022,432 $ 3,950,446 $  (71,986)
1,837,500 CAD Goldman Sachs & Co. 03/13/14 1,723,861 1,648,308 (75,553)
15,000,000 AUD Macquarie Bank, Ltd. 08/08/14 13,602,750 12,961,667 (641,083)_________

$ (788,622)__________________

Unrealized
Appreciation

Contracts to Sell Counterparty Settlement Date Settlement Value Value at 1/31/14 (Depreciation)_____________ ___________________ ____________ _____________ _____________ ___________

54,160,986 EUR JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. 02/27/14 $73,886,939 $73,047,388 $ 839,551
3,874,000 GBP JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. 02/27/14 6,420,450 6,367,284 53,166
11,300,000 EUR JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. 03/06/14 14,892,598 15,240,432 (347,834)
10,870,050 EUR Macquarie Bank, Ltd. 03/06/14 14,625,653 14,660,554 (34,901)
29,327,496 CAD Goldman Sachs & Co. 03/13/14 28,081,989 26,307,897 1,774,092
35,871,096 CAD JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. 03/13/14 33,791,726 32,177,759 1,613,967
15,000,000 AUD Macquarie Bank, Ltd. 08/08/14 13,313,100 12,961,667 351,433_________

$4,249,474__________________
AUD: Australian Dollar
CAD: Canadian Dollar
EUR: Euro
GBP: British Pound
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1. SUMMARY OF ORGANIZATION AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Organization:

Third Avenue Trust (the “Trust”) is an open-end, management investment company organized as a Delaware busi-

ness trust pursuant to a Trust Instrument dated October 31, 1996. The Trust currently consists of five non-diversi-

fied (within the meaning of Section 5(b)(2) of the Investment Company Act), separate investment series: Third

Avenue Value Fund, Third Avenue Small-Cap Value Fund, Third Avenue Real Estate Value Fund, Third Avenue Inter-

national Value Fund and Third Avenue Focused Credit Fund (each a “Fund” and, collectively, the “Funds”). Third

Avenue Management LLC (the “Adviser”) provides investment advisory services to each of the Funds in the Trust.

The Funds seek to achieve their investment objectives by adhering to a strict value discipline when selecting secu-

rities and other instruments. Each Fund has a distinct investment approach.

Accounting policies:

The policies described below are followed consistently by the Funds and are in conformity with accounting princi-

ples generally accepted in the United States of America (“U.S. GAAP”).

Security valuation:

Generally, the Funds’ investments are valued at market value. Securities traded on a principal stock exchange,

including The NASDAQ Stock Market, Inc. (“NASDAQ”), are valued at the last quoted sales price, the NASDAQ offi-

cial closing price, or in the absence of closing sales prices on that day, securities are valued at the mean between

the closing bid and asked price. In accordance with procedures approved by the Trust’s Board of Trustees (the

“Board”), the Funds have retained a third party provider that, under certain circumstances, applies a statistical

model to provide fair value pricing for foreign equity securities with principal markets that are no longer open

when a Fund calculates its net asset value (“NAV”), and certain events have occurred after the principal markets

have closed but prior to the time as of which the Funds compute their NAVs. Debt instruments with maturities

greater than 60 days, including floating rate loan securities, are valued on the basis of prices obtained from a pric-

ing service approved as reliable by the Board or otherwise pursuant to policies and procedures approved by the

Board. Investments in derivative instruments are valued independently by service providers or by broker quotes

based on pricing models. Temporary cash investments are valued at cost, plus accrued interest, which approxi-

mates market value. Short-term debt securities with 60 days or less to maturity may be valued at amortized cost.

The Adviser has established a Valuation Committee (the “Committee”) which is responsible for overseeing the pric-

ing and valuation of all securities held in the Funds. The Committee operates under pricing and valuation policies

and procedures established by the Adviser and approved by the Board, including pricing policies which set forth

the mechanisms and processes to be employed on a daily basis to implement these policies and procedures. In par-

ticular, the pricing policies describe how to determine market quotations for securities and other instruments. The

Committee’s responsibilities include: 1) fair value and liquidity determinations (and oversight of any third parties to
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whom any responsibility for fair value and liquidity determinations is delegated), and 2) regular monitoring of the

Adviser’s pricing and valuation policies and procedures and modification or enhancement of these policies and

procedures (or recommendation of the modification of these policies and procedures) as the Committee believes

appropriate.

Each Fund may invest up to 15% of its total net assets in securities which are not readily marketable, including

those which are restricted as to disposition under applicable securities laws (“restricted securities”). Restricted

securities and other securities and assets for which market quotations are not readily available are valued at “fair

value”, as determined in good faith by the Committee as authorized by the Board, under procedures established by

the Board. At January 31, 2014, such securities had a total fair value of $120,213,572 or 4.90% of net assets of

Third Avenue Value Fund, $20,799,211 or 0.93% of net assets of Third Avenue Real Estate Value Fund, and

$21,281,220 or 0.92% of net assets of Third Avenue Focused Credit Fund. There were no fair valued securities for

Third Avenue Small-Cap Value Fund and Third Avenue International Value Fund at January 31, 2014. Among the

factors that may be considered by the Committee in determining fair value are: the type of security, trading in unre-

stricted securities of the same issuer, the financial condition of the issuer, the percentage of the Fund’s beneficial

ownership of the issuer’s common stocks and debt securities, comparable multiples of similar issuers, the operat-

ing results of the issuer and the discount from market value of any similar unrestricted securities of the issuer at

the time of purchase and liquidation values of the issuer. The fair values determined in accordance with these pro-

cedures may differ significantly from the amounts which would be realized upon disposition of the securities.

Fair value measurements:

In accordance with Financial Accounting Standards Board Accounting Standard Codification (“FASB ASC”) FASB ASC

820-10, Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures, the Funds disclose the fair value of their investments in a hier-

archy that prioritizes the inputs to valuation techniques used to measure the fair value. Fair value is defined as the

price that a Fund would receive upon selling an investment in an orderly transaction to an independent buyer in

the principal or most advantageous market for the investment under current market conditions. The hierarchy

gives the highest priority to valuations based upon unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for identical assets

or liabilities (Level 1 measurement) and the lowest priority to valuations based upon unobservable inputs that are

significant to the valuation (Level 3 measurements). The three levels of the fair value hierarchy are as follows:

•     Level 1 – Inputs that reflect unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities

that the Funds have the ability to access at the measurement date;

•     Level 2 – Inputs other than quoted prices that are observable for the asset or liability either directly or

indirectly, including inputs in markets that are not considered to be active;

•     Level 3 – Significant unobservable inputs (including the Funds’ own assumptions in determining the fair

value of investments)
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A financial instrument’s level within the fair value hierarchy is based on the lowest level of any input both individu-

ally and in aggregate that is significant to the fair value measurement. However, the determination of what consti-

tutes “observable” requires significant judgment by the Funds. The Funds consider observable data to be market

data which is readily available, regularly distributed or updated, reliable and verifiable, not proprietary, and pro-

vided by independent sources that are actively involved in the relevant market. The inputs or methodology used

for valuing investments are not necessarily an indication of the risk associated with investing in those investments.

The Funds use valuation techniques to measure fair value that are consistent with the market approach and/or

income approach, depending on the type of security and the particular circumstance. The market approach uses

prices and other relevant information generated by market transactions involving identical or comparable securi-

ties. The income approach uses valuation techniques to discount estimated future cash flows to present value.

The following are certain inputs and techniques that the Funds generally use to evaluate how to classify each major

category of assets and liabilities for Level 2 and Level 3, in accordance with U.S. GAAP.

Equity Securities (Common Stocks, Preferred Stocks, and Warrants)—Equity securities traded in inactive markets

and certain foreign equity securities are valued using inputs which include broker-dealer quotes, recently executed

transactions adjusted for changes in the benchmark index, or evaluated price quotes received from independent

pricing services or brokers that take into account the integrity of the market sector and issuer, the individual char-

acteristics of the security, and information received from broker-dealers and other market sources pertaining to

the issuer or security. To the extent that these inputs are observable, the values of equity securities are categorized

as Level 2. To the extent that these inputs are unobservable, the values are categorized as Level 3.

U.S. Treasury Obligations—U.S. Treasury obligations are valued by independent pricing services based on pricing

models that evaluate the mean between the most recently quoted bid and ask price. The models also take into

consideration data received from active market makers and broker-dealers, yield curves, and the spread over com-

parable U.S. Treasury issues. The spreads change daily in response to market conditions and are generally obtained

from the new issue market and broker-dealer sources. To the extent that these inputs are observable, the values of

U.S. Treasury obligations are categorized as Level 2. To the extent that these inputs are unobservable, the values

are categorized as Level 3.

Corporate Bonds & Notes—Corporate bonds and notes are generally comprised of two main categories: invest-

ment grade bonds and high yield bonds. Investment grade bonds are valued by independent pricing services or

brokers using various inputs and techniques, which include broker-dealer quotations, live trading levels, recently

executed transactions in securities of the issuer or comparable issuers, and option adjusted spread models that

include base curve and spread curve inputs. Adjustments to individual bonds can be applied to recognize trading

differences compared to other bonds issued by the same issuer. High yield bonds are valued by independent pric-

ing services or brokers based primarily on broker-dealer quotations from relevant market makers and recently exe-
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cuted transactions in securities of the issuer or comparable issuers. The broker-dealer quotations received are sup-

ported by credit analysis of the issuer that takes into consideration credit quality assessments, daily trading activity,

and the activity of the underlying equities, listed bonds and sector specific trends. To the extent that these inputs

are observable, the values of corporate bonds and notes are categorized as Level 2. To the extent that these inputs

are unobservable, the values are categorized as Level 3.

Forward Foreign Currency Contracts—Forward foreign currency contracts are valued by independent pricing serv-

ices using various inputs and techniques, which include broker-dealer quotations, actual trading information and

foreign currency exchange rates gathered from leading market makers and foreign currency exchange trading cen-

ters throughout the world. To the extent that these inputs are observable, the values of forward foreign currency

contracts are categorized as Level 2. To the extent that these inputs are unobservable, the values are categorized as

Level 3.

Litigation Claims—Litigation claims are valued by brokers based on pricing models that take into account, among

other factors, both cash and non-cash assets. The valuation is derived from expected cash flow of the claims and

the non-cash assets, which include all real estate, private equity or other securities within the estate. To the extent

that these inputs are observable, the values of the litigation claims are categorized as Level 2. To the extent that

these inputs are unobservable, the values are be categorized as Level 3.

Term Loans—Term loans are valued by independent pricing services based on the average of evaluated quoted

prices received from multiple dealers or valued relative to other benchmark securities when broker-dealer quotes

are unavailable. Inputs may include quoted prices for similar investments in active market, interest rates, coupon

rates, yield curves, option adjusted spreads, default rates, credit spreads and other unique security features in

order to estimate the relevant cash flows which is then discounted to calculate fair values. To the extent that these

inputs are observable, the values of term loans are categorized as Level 2. To the extent that these inputs are unob-

servable, the values are categorized as Level 3.

Municipal Bonds—Municipal bonds are valued by independent pricing services based on pricing models that take

into account, among other factors, information received from market makers and broker-dealers, current trades,

bid-ask lists, offerings, market movements, the callability of the bond, state of issuance, benchmark yield curves,

and bond insurance. To the extent that these inputs are observable, the values of municipal bonds are categorized

as Level 2. To the extent that these inputs are unobservable, the values are categorized as Level 3.

Options (Written and Purchased)—Options are valued by independent pricing services or by brokers based on pric-

ing models that take into account, among other factors, foreign exchange rate, time until expiration, and volatility

of the underlying foreign currency security. To the extent that these inputs are observable, the values of options

are categorized as Level 2. To the extent that these inputs are unobservable, the values are categorized as Level 3.
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The following is a summary by level of inputs used to value the Funds’ investments as of January 31, 2014:

                                                                                                     Third Avenue   Third Avenue     Third Avenue     Third Avenue

                                                                      Third Avenue         Small-Cap        Real Estate       International          Focused

                                                                        Value Fund          Value Fund       Value Fund         Value Fund         Credit Fund                                                                                                                                               ___________________               ___________________        ___________________            ___________________             ___________________
Level 1: Quoted Prices†
Investments in Securities:
       Common Stocks & Warrants:
               Consumer Products                           $          —        $ 39,787,154        $        —        $        —          $       —
               Depository Institutions                           146,536,782                             —                             —                             —                             —
               Diversified Holding Companies             106,656,377             35,425,389                             —             91,760,991                             —
               Energy                                                                         —                             —                             —                             —               2,691,000
               Forest Products & Paper                                           —             10,112,378          115,597,313             53,074,141                             —
               Insurance & Reinsurance                          60,837,398             34,599,368                             —                             —                             —
               Manufactured Housing                             21,199,128                             —                             —                             —                             —
               Non-U.S. Real Estate 
                      Operating Companies                                        —                             —          176,393,709                             —                             —
               Services                                                                       —                             —                             —                             —               5,395,500
               U.S. Real Estate 
                      Operating Companies                        42,502,056             18,126,046          165,507,165                             —                             —
               Utilities                                                      107,208,126                             —                             —                             —                             —
               Other                                                      1,042,112,368          462,673,435          909,009,608          832,740,424             59,479,532
       Preferred Stocks:
               Financials                                                                    —                             —                             —                             —             33,762,313
               U.S. Real Estate Investment Trust                            —               1,980,150                             —                             —                             —
       Closed-End Funds:
               Financials                                                                    —                             —                             —                             —             71,221,040                                                                                                                                             ________________________                 _____________________               _______________________                  ______________________                     ____________________
               Total for Level 1 Securities                1,527,052,235          602,703,920       1,366,507,795          977,575,556          172,549,385                                                                                                                                             ________________________                 _____________________               _______________________                  ______________________                     ____________________
Level 2: Other Significant Observable Inputs†
Investments in Securities:
       Common Stocks & Warrants:
               Depository Institutions                             41,573,417                             —                             —                             —                             —
               Diversified Holding Companies             192,975,886                             —                             —             28,463,178                             —
               Forest Products & Paper                                           —                             —                             —             23,641,168                             —
               Non-U.S. Real Estate 
                      Operating Companies                     199,036,863                             —          304,012,735                             —                             —
               Other                                                                           —                             —                             —             65,388,205               4,945,406
       Limited Partnerships:
               Diversified Holding Companies                                —               3,606,552                             —                             —                             —
       Convertible Preferred Stocks:
               Transportation                                                            —                             —                             —                             —             16,404,845
       Debt Securities issued by the 
               U.S. Treasury and other 
               government corporations and 
               agencies:
               Municipal Bonds                                                        —                             —                             —                             —               2,028,000
       Corporate Bonds & Notes                                               —                             —             27,846,247                             —       1,726,343,061
       Term Loans                                                                         —                             —                             —                             —             71,225,911
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                                                                                                     Third Avenue   Third Avenue     Third Avenue     Third Avenue

                                                                      Third Avenue         Small-Cap        Real Estate       International          Focused

                                                                        Value Fund          Value Fund       Value Fund         Value Fund         Credit Fund                                                                                                                                               ___________________               ___________________        ___________________            ___________________             ___________________
       Litigation Claims                                       $   28,290,504        $         —     $          —    $          —     $   85,183,327
       Private Equities:
               Utilities                                                                        —                             —                             —                             —                       3,739
       Purchased Options:
               Foreign Currency Put Options                                  —                             —               4,466,670               3,592,271                             —
       Short Term Investments:
               U.S. Government Obligations                  74,985,900             19,998,556          149,998,917                             —                             —                                                                                                                                             ________________________                 _____________________           _________________________          __________________________           _________________________
               Total for Level 2 Securities                   536,862,570             23,605,108          486,324,569          121,084,822       1,906,134,289                                                                                                                                             ________________________                 _____________________           _________________________          __________________________           _________________________
Level 3: Significant Unobservable Inputs
Investments in Securities:
       Common Stocks & Warrants:
               Consumer Products                                           26,318                             —                             —                             —                             —
               Energy                                                                         —                             —                             —                             —             15,758,640*
               Financial Insurance                                         812,000                             —                             —                             —                             —
               Insurance & Reinsurance                                 80,325                             —                             —                             —                             —
               Manufactured Housing                           116,427,715                             —                             —                             —                             —
               Services                                                                       —                             —                             —                             —               1,511,212
               U.S. Real Estate 
                      Operating Companies                                        —                             —             20,799,211                             —                             —
               Utilities                                                                        —                             —                             —                             —               5,500,840
       Limited Partnerships:
               Insurance & Reinsurance                               159,062                             —                             —                             —                             —
       Preferred Stocks:
               Energy                                                                         —                             —                             —                             —                  748,288
               Financials                                                                    —                             —                             —                             —               6,368,560
       Corporate Bonds & Notes                                 2,708,152                             —                             —                             —             12,552,993
       Term Loans                                                                         —                             —                             —                             —               6,657,499
       Private Equities:
               Financials                                                                    —                             —                             —                             —                  571,125
               U.S. Real Estate 
                      Operating Companies                                        —                             —          100,965,259                             —                             —                                                                                                                                             ________________________                 _____________________           _________________________          __________________________           _________________________
               Total for Level 3 Securities                   120,213,572                             —          121,764,470                             —             49,669,157                                                                                                                                             ________________________                 _____________________           _________________________          __________________________           _________________________
                      Total Value of Investments     $2,184,128,377        $626,309,028     $1,974,596,834     $1,098,660,378     $2,128,352,831                                                                                                                                             ________________________                 _____________________           _________________________          __________________________           _________________________                                                                                                                                             ________________________                 _____________________           _________________________          __________________________           _________________________
Investments in Other Financial Instruments:
Level 2: Other Significant Observable Inputs
       Written Options                                        $          —        $         —     $     (354,402)   $          —     $          —
       Forward Foreign Currency Contracts                            —                             —               1,218,067                             —               3,460,852                                                                                                                                             ________________________                 _____________________           _________________________          __________________________           _________________________
               Total Value or Appreciation/
               (Depreciation) of Other Financial 
               Instruments                                       $          —        $         —     $     863,665    $          —     $    3,460,852                                                                                                                                             ________________________                 _____________________           _________________________          __________________________           _________________________
† The value of securities that transferred from Level 1 on October 31, 2013 to Level 2 on January 31, 2014 for Third Avenue Value Fund,

Third Avenue Real Estate Value Fund and Third Avenue International Value Fund were $497,749,409, $315,833,604 and $96,630,827,
respectively. The transfers were due to lack of quoted prices in active markets at period end.

* Investments fair valued at zero.
Please refer to the Portfolios of Investments for industry specifics of the portfolio holdings.
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Transfers from Level 1 to Level 2, or from Level 2 to Level 1 are recorded utilizing values as of the beginning of
the period.

Following is a reconciliation of Level 3 investments for which significant unobservable inputs were used to deter-

mine fair value:

Third Avenue Value Fund

                                                                                                         Common             Corporate              Limited

                                                                                                           Stocks            Bonds & Notes     Partnerships           Total                                                                                                                                                                                                                     _____________                    _____________________           __________________          __________________
Balance as of 10/31/13 (fair value)
       Consumer Products                                                                       $     26,318             $3,691,276                $     —        $  3,717,594
       Financial Insurance                                                                                  812,000                             —                             —                  812,000
       Insurance & Reinsurance                                                                          65,025                             —                  169,492                  234,517
       Manufacturing Housing                                                                    85,815,088                             —                             —             85,815,088
Net change in unrealized gain/(loss)
       Consumer Products                                                                                           —                 (983,124)                            —                 (983,124)
       Financial Insurance                                                                                            —                             —                             —                             —
       Insurance & Reinsurance                                                                          15,300                             —                   (10,430)                     4,870
       Manufacturing Housing                                                                    30,612,627                             —                             —             30,612,627
Balance as of 1/31/14 (fair value)
       Consumer Products                                                                                   26,318               2,708,152                             —               2,734,470
       Financial Insurance                                                                                  812,000                             —                             —                  812,000
       Insurance & Reinsurance                                                                          80,325                             —                  159,062                  239,387
       Manufacturing Housing                                                                  116,427,715                             —                             —          116,427,715                                                                                                                                                                                                               _____________________                         __________________                                _______________                 ______________________
Total                                                                                                         $117,346,358             $2,708,152                $159,062        $120,213,572                                                                                                                                                                                                               _____________________                         __________________                                _______________                 ______________________                                                                                                                                                                                                               _____________________                         __________________                                _______________                 ______________________
Net change in unrealized gain/(loss) related to securities still held as of January 31, 2014                                                        $ 29,634,373                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   ______________________                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   ______________________

Third Avenue Real Estate Value Fund

                                                                                                                                                                       Private

                                                                                                                                 Common Stocks        Equities               Total                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         ______________________                _____________                __________________
Balance as of 10/31/13 (fair value)
       U.S. Real Estate Operating Companies                                                                          $16,751,774        $ 91,229,323        $107,981,097
Net change in unrealized gain/(loss)
       U.S. Real Estate Operating Companies                                                                              4,047,437               9,735,936             13,783,373
Balance as of 1/31/14 (fair value)
       U.S. Real Estate Operating Companies                                                                            20,799,211          100,965,259          121,764,470                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               ____________________                 _______________________                 ______________________
Total                                                                                                                                            $20,799,211        $100,965,259        $121,764,470                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               ____________________                 _______________________                 ______________________                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               ____________________                 _______________________                 ______________________
Net change in unrealized gain/(loss) related to securities still held as of January 31, 2014                                                        $ 13,783,373                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   ______________________                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   ______________________
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Third Avenue Focused Credit Fund

Corporate                Common    Convertible

Bonds &              Stocks and     Preferred      Preferred         Private

Notes Term Loans     Warrants         Stocks            Stocks           Equities            Total________ _________    _________    _________      _______        _______          _____
Balance as of 10/31/13 (fair value)
       Aerospace                                       $      —    $ 2,488,160      $      —    $       —    $       —    $       —   $  2,488,160
       Energy                                                5,242,313                      —      14,377,272*                    —                      —                      —      19,619,585
       Financials                                                        —                      —                      —                      —        6,113,114            556,847        6,669,961
       Health Care                                                     —        3,001,947                      —                      —                      —                      —        3,001,947
       Metals & Mining                                            —        1,360,000                      —                      —      14,248,607                      —      15,608,607
       Technology                                        7,873,040                      —                      —                      —                      —                      —        7,873,040
       Transportation                                                —                      —        4,592,162      14,320,558                      —                      —      18,912,720
Transfer out of Level 3
       Metals & Mining                                            —       (1,360,000)                     —                      —                      —                      —       (1,360,000)
       Transportation                                                —                      —       (4,592,162)    (14,320,558)                     —                      —     (18,912,720)
Purchases
       Energy                                                             —                      —        1,688,088                      —            748,288                      —        2,436,376
       Financials                                                        —        3,759,380                      —                      —                      —                      —        3,759,380
       Health Care                                                     —        1,092,647                      —                      —                      —                      —        1,092,647
       Services                                                           —                      —                      —†                    —                      —                      —                      —
       Utilities                                                            —        2,948,011                      —†                    —                      —                      —        2,948,011
Sales
       Aerospace                                                       —       (2,432,223)                     —                      —                      —                      —       (2,432,223)
       Health Care                                                     —       (4,094,997)                     —                      —                      —                      —       (4,094,997)
       Metals & Mining                                            —                      —                      —                      —     (14,239,710)                     —     (14,239,710)
Net change in unrealized gain/(loss)
       Aerospace                                                       —          (279,636)                     —                      —                      —                      —          (279,636)
       Energy                                                             —                      —          (306,720)                     —                      —                      —          (306,720)
       Financials                                                        —             (49,892)                     —                      —            255,446              14,278            219,832
       Health Care                                                     —                   403                      —                      —                      —                      —                   403
       Metals & Mining                                            —                      —                      —                      —            961,634                      —            961,634
       Services                                                           —                      —        1,511,212                      —                      —                      —        1,511,212
       Technology                                        (562,360)                      —                      —                      —                      —                      —          (562,360)
       Utilities                                                            —                      —        5,500,840                      —                      —                      —        5,500,840
Net realized gain/(loss)
       Aerospace                                                       —            223,699                      —                      —                      —                      —            223,699
       Metals & Mining                                            —                      —                      —                      —          (970,531)                     —          (970,531)
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Corporate                Common    Convertible

Bonds &              Stocks and     Preferred      Preferred         Private

Notes Term Loans     Warrants         Stocks            Stocks           Equities            Total________ _________    _________    _________      _______        _______          _____
Balance as of 1/31/14 (fair value)
       Aerospace                                       $      —      $ —  $        —    $       —      $      —    $       —    $ —*
       Energy                                                5,242,313                      —      15,758,640*                    —            748,288                      —      21,749,241
       Financials                                                        —        3,709,488                      —                      —        6,368,560            571,125      10,649,173
       Health Care                                                     —                      —                      —                      —                      —                      —                      —
       Metals & Mining                                            —                      —                      —                      —                      —                      —                      —
       Services                                                           —                      —        1,511,212                      —                      —                      —        1,511,212
       Technology                                        7,310,680                      —                      —                      —                      —                      —        7,310,680
       Transportation                                                —                      —                      —                      —                      —                      —                      —
       Utilities                                                            —        2,948,011        5,500,840                      —                      —                      —        8,448,851                                                               __________      _________    __________    __________      _________    __________    __________
Total                                                      $12,552,993      $6,657,499    $22,770,692    $       —      $7,116,848    $   571,125    $49,669,157                                                               __________      _________    __________    __________      _________    __________    __________                                                               __________      _________    __________    __________      _________    __________    __________
Net change in unrealized gain/(loss) related to securities still held as of January 31, 2014                                                                $ 6,083,160                                                                                                                                                                                                                            __________                                                                                                                                                                                                                            __________
* Include investments fair valued at zero.
† Investments acquired through corporate actions with zero cost.

Quantitative Information about Level 3 Fair Value Measurements

(amounts in thousands)
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Range
                                                                    Fair Value at                                                                                                                                        (Weighted
Third Avenue Value Fund                          1/31/14           Valuation Technique(s)                        Unobservable Inputs(s)                      Average)

Common Stocks                                           $116,428          Option Pricing Model (a)                                Share volatility                            3.1% (N/A)

Other (b)                                                              3,786

                                                                       $120,214

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Range
                                                                    Fair Value at                                                                                                                                        (Weighted
Third Avenue Real Estate Value Fund     1/31/14           Valuation Technique(s)                        Unobservable Inputs(s)                      Average)

Private Equities                                            $100,965                    Broker Quote                                                     #                                             $3.50

Common Stocks                                               20,799          Option Pricing Model (a)                                Share volatility                            0.4% (N/A)

                                                                       $121,764

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Range
                                                                    Fair Value at                                                                                                                                        (Weighted
Third Avenue Focused Credit Fund          1/31/14           Valuation Technique(s)                        Unobservable Inputs(s)                      Average)

Common Stocks                                           $ 12,626                    Broker Quote                                                     #                                           $102.50

Corporate Bonds                                                7,311                    Broker Quote                                                     #                                            $26.00

Corporate Bonds                                                5,242                      Book Value                                       Restructuring Value                        1.0x (1.0x)

Common Stocks and Warrants                        1,469                      Book Value                                       Restructuring Value                        1.0x (1.0x)

Other (b)                                                           23,021

                                                                       $ 49,669
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# Valuation techniques and significant unobservable inputs used by third-party pricing vendors or brokers, which are described in Note 1,
were not provided to the Adviser. The appropriateness of fair values for these securities is based on results of back testing, broker due
diligence, unchanged price review and consideration of macro or security specific events.

(a) Represents amounts used when the reporting entity has determined that market participants would take into account premiums and dis-
counts, as applicable, when pricing the investments.

(b) Includes securities less than 0.50% within each respective Fund.
The significant unobservable inputs used in the fair value measurement of the Funds’ investments are listed above. Generally, a change in
the assumptions used in any input in isolation may be accompanied by a change in another input. Significant changes in any of the unob-
servable inputs may significantly impact the fair value measurement. The impact is based on the relationship between each unobservable
input and the fair value measurement. Significant increases (decreases) in enterprise multiples may increase (decrease) the fair value
measurement. Significant increases (decreases) in the discount for marketability may decrease (increase) the fair value measurement.

Recently issued accounting pronouncements:

In December 2011, the Financial Accounting Standards Board “FASB” issued Accounting Standards Update No.

2013-01 “Clarifying the Scope of Disclosures about Offsetting Assets and Liabilities” (“ASU 2013-01”). These disclo-

sure requirements are intended to help investors and other financial statement users to better assess the effect or

potential effect of offsetting arrangements on a company’s financial position. They also improve transparency in

the reporting of how companies mitigate credit risk, including disclosure of related collateral pledged or received.

In addition, ASU 2013-01 facilitates comparison between those entities that prepare their financial statements on

the basis of U.S. GAAP and those entities that prepare their financial statements on the basis of International Finan-

cial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”). ASU 2013-01 requires entities to: disclose both gross and net information about

both instruments and transactions eligible for offset in the financial statements; and disclose instruments and

transactions subject to an agreement similar to a master netting agreement. ASU 2013-01 is effective for fiscal

years beginning on or after January 1, 2013, and interim periods within those annual periods. At this time, manage-

ment is evaluating the implications of ASU 2013-01 and its impact on the Funds’ financial statement disclosures.

Security transactions and investment income:

Security transactions are accounted for on a trade date basis.

Foreign currency translation and foreign investments:

The books and records of the Funds are maintained in U.S. dollars. Foreign currency amounts are translated into

U.S. dollars as follows:

•     Investments� and� assets� and� liabilities� denominated� in� foreign� currencies: At the prevailing rates of

exchange on the valuation date.

•     Investment�transactions: At the prevailing rates of exchange on the date of such transactions.

Payment-In-Kind securities:

The Funds may invest in payment-in-kind securities (“PIKs”). PIKs give the issuer the option at each interest pay-

ment date of making interest payments in either cash or additional debt securities. Those additional debt securities

usually have the same terms, including maturity dates and interest rates, and associated risks as the original bonds.
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The daily market quotations of the original bonds may include the accrued interest (referred to as a “dirty” price)

and require a pro-rata adjustment from the unrealized appreciation or depreciation on investments to interest

receivable.

Term loans:

The Funds typically invest in loans which are structured and administered by a third party entity (the “Agent”) that

acts on behalf of a group of lenders that make or hold interests in the loan. These securities generally pay interest

at rates which are periodically pre-determined by reference to a base lending rate plus a premium. These base

lending rates are generally either the lending rate offered by one or more major European banks, such as the Lon-

don Interbank Offered Rate (“LIBOR”) or the prime rate offered by one or more major United States banks, or the

certificate of deposit rate.

These securities are generally considered to be restricted, as the Funds are ordinarily contractually obligated to

receive approval from the Agent bank and/or borrower prior to disposition. Remaining maturities of term loans

may be less than the stated maturities shown as a result of contractual or optional payments by the borrower. Such

prepayments cannot be predicted with certainty. The interest rate disclosed reflects the rate in effect on

January 31, 2014.

Forward foreign exchange contracts:

The Funds may be exposed to foreign currency risks associated with portfolio investments and therefore may use

forward foreign currency contracts to hedge or manage these exposures. The Funds also may buy forward foreign

currency contracts to gain exposure to currencies. Forward foreign currency contracts are valued at the forward

rate and are marked-to-market daily. The change in market value is included in unrealized appreciation/(deprecia-

tion) on investments and foreign currency translations. When the contract is closed, the Funds record a realized

gain or loss equal to the difference between the value of the contract at the time it was opened and the value at

the time it was closed.

The use of forward foreign currency contracts does not eliminate fluctuations in the underlying prices of the Funds’

portfolio securities, but it does establish a rate of exchange that can be achieved in the future. Although forward

foreign currency contracts limit the risk of loss due to a decline in the value of the hedged currency, they also limit

any potential gain that might result should the value of the currency increase. In addition, the Funds could be

exposed to risks if the counterparties to the contracts are unable to meet the terms of their contracts.

During the period ended January 31, 2014, Third Avenue Real Estate Value Fund and Third Avenue Focused Credit

Fund used forward foreign currency contracts for hedging against foreign currency risks.
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Option contracts:

The Funds may purchase and sell (“write”) put and call options on various instruments including investments,

indices, and foreign currency to manage and hedge exchange rate risks within their portfolios and also to gain long

or short exposure to the underlying instruments.

An option contract gives the buyer the right, but not the obligation, to buy (call) or sell (put) an underlying item at

a fixed exercise price on a certain date or during a specified period. The cost of the underlying instruments

acquired through the exercise of a call option is increased by the premiums paid. The proceeds from the underlying

instruments sold through the exercise of a purchased put option are decreased by the premiums paid. Investments

in over-the-counter option contracts require the Funds to fair value or mark-to market the options on a daily basis,

which reflects the change in the market value of the contracts at the close of each day’s trading. The cost of pur-

chased options that expire unexercised are treated by the Funds, on expiration date, as realized losses on foreign

currency transactions.

When the Funds write an option, an amount equal to the premium received by the Funds is recorded as a liability

and is subsequently adjusted to the current fair value of the option written. Premiums received from writing

options that expire unexercised are treated by the Funds, on the expiration date, as realized gains on written

options. The difference between the premium and the amount paid on effecting a closing purchase transaction,

including brokerage commissions, is also treated as a realized gain, or, if the premium is less than the amount paid

for the closing purchase transaction, as a realized loss. If a call option is exercised, the premium is added to the pro-

ceeds from the sale of the underlying security or currency in determining whether the Funds have a realized gain

or loss. If a put option is exercised, the premium reduces the cost basis of the security or currency purchased by the

Funds. In purchasing and writing options, the Funds bear the market risk of an unfavorable change in the price of

the underlying security or the risk that the Funds may not be able to enter into a closing transaction due to an illiq-

uid market. Exercise of a written option could result in the Funds purchasing a security or currency at a price differ-

ent from the current market value. The Funds may execute transactions in both listed and over-the-counter

options. Listed options involve minimal counterparty risk since listed options are guaranteed against default by the

exchange on which they trade. When purchasing over-the-counter options, the Funds bear the risk of economic

loss from counterparty default, equal to the market value of the option.

During the period ended January 31, 2014, Third Avenue Real Estate Value Fund and Third Avenue International

Value Fund used purchased options on foreign currency for hedging purposes and/or to protect against losses in

foreign currencies.

During the period ended January 31, 2014, Third Avenue Real Estate Value Fund used written call options on for-

eign currency for hedging purposes.
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2. INVESTMENTS

Unrealized appreciation/(depreciation):

The following information is based upon the book basis of investment securities as of January 31, 2014:

                                                                                                                            Small-Cap                         Real Estate                      International                        Focused

                                                                               Value Fund                       Value Fund                        Value Fund                       Value Fund                      Credit Fund                                                                           __________________________                    ______________________                     _______________                  _______________                  _____________________

Gross unrealized 

appreciation $   573,000,775 $173,254,883 $   497,177,680 $   188,888,401 $  185,661,786

Gross unrealized 

depreciation   (191,606,048)    (7,481,956)      (27,620,937)     (89,457,381)     (81,535,677)                                                 __________________________      ______________________      _______________    _______________    _____________________

Net unrealized 

appreciation/

(depreciation) $   381,394,727 $165,772,927 $   469,556,743 $     99,431,020 $  104,126,109                                                 __________________________      ______________________      _______________    _______________    _____________________

Aggregate book cost $1,802,733,650 $460,536,101 $1,505,040,091 $   999,229,358 $2,024,226,726                                                 __________________________      ______________________      _______________    _______________    _____________________                                                 __________________________      ______________________      _______________    _______________    _____________________

3. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

Third Avenue Focused Credit Fund has committed $13,818,803 to Longview Power LLC pursuant to a debtor-in-

possession loan, of which $10,870,792 has not been funded as of January 31, 2014. This commitment may be

payable upon demand of Longview Power LLC. Accordingly, Third Avenue Focused Credit Fund has segregated cash

of $10,870,792 to meet this contingency.

In the normal course of business, the Funds enter into contracts that contain a variety of representations and war-

ranties and which provide general indemnifications. The Funds’ maximum exposure under these arrangements is

unknown, as this would involve future claims that may be made against the Funds that have not yet occurred. How-

ever, based on experience, the Funds expect the risk of loss to be remote.

For additional information regarding the accounting policies of the Funds, refer to the most recent financial state-

ments in the N-CSR filing at www.sec.gov.
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